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, (kv Foreign :-Miijfrter Moshe Dayan
fiJlTUu.; yesterday Warns* Iarad’a Arabs,

CmIjMl and those oftbs West Bank and Gaza
Strip* that if they, allowed

°C\ >g themselves W-be^'carrled away by

, “Rh
” the moiod.of.&aatlGal Islam.” they

C, would "payvery dearly lor it.”

Referring to
.
recent pro-PLO

statements by Arab students at the
* Hebrew University and by Israeli

Arab notables, the foreign minister
urged the. Arabs to “remember

r IMS.” At that time, he said., they
l threw awsy the,chance of peace and
' a separate Palestinian state — and
N. many of them ended up 83 refugees

In .Lebanon.
'

s “We are not the shah and not

foreign, rulers . here.1* Dayan
Oni^' declared.lfthe Israeli or West B&nk-

,

the Ken. * Ga»n Arriba propose to “try to

v
this countS* ^ repUureIsraeL..tbey wmhave top&y
hus ihe very dearly for it.” -
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s (w sentiment elsewhere in the Middle
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Israeli Sait, said Dayan,': the Jews and
S are mal«aw • Arabs of this country “must live

together — in Jerusalem, the West
USTadrutu BahkV'-Gaza^ Hebron." Israels
onal — =

—

policy was to “look for ways to live
together, on equal grounds, with full

rights for all.“
- Dayan’s strong words seemed to

surprise his audience of Israel Bond
leaders holding their “Prime
Minister's Conference" at the
Jerusalem Hilton. But there was
applause wh£!t he said “We

. are not
foreign rulers." and the foreign
minister received a polite ovation at
the end of his address.
Dayan set his warning to local

Arabs in the context of a broad*
ranging review of the current unrest
In the Middle Bast and Its affect on
Israel and on the peace process. The
Iranian debacle, the troubles in
Turkey, and disquiet elsewhere In

the region had a direct Impact on
such states as Saudi Arabia, Egypt.
Jordan, Sudan and Morocco whose
leaders feared that similar turmoil
could unseat them too. There might
not be any sound objective basis for
such fears, Dayan said. But the
rulers of these countries were
nevertheless deeply affected by
them — witness Saudi Arabia's
siding with the hardliners at the
Baghdad Arab Summit In October.
The West, said Dayan, and prin-

cipally the U.S.. must "reap-
preclate" the stability of the various

regimes In the region, and reassess
their prognoses regarding “what
kind of Middle East there will be in a
few years time." Israel, too, must
“think about” these sobering
matters.
At the same time, the countries of

the region would inevitably be mak-
ing their reassessment *

‘of how help-

ful the U.S. can be to ensure
stability." Dayan said he was "not
criticizing anyone — I don’t think the
U.S. could have done anything in
Iran." But a number of Arab
governments would be reappraising
their reliance on close ties to the

.West for their stability and survival.

One effect of all this on the Israel-

Egypt peace talks was that Egypt
now felt a stronger need than ever to

assure the other Arabs that it was
not making a separate peace and not

abandoning' the Palestinian cause.

"If — and it is a big 'if' — Sadat was
ever ready to make a separate peace
treaty on the Sinai and Just to lay the

foundations for a solution to the

Palestinian problem, now be Is seek-

ing a stronger linkage, to prove to

(Continued on page 4, col. I)
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experts o? in or

• Burg sends back report

ion Ramie Prison escape
experts of its or _ By YORAM BAR

Jerasa|em Post Reporter
c federation ’f.THL AVIV. ^Interior Minister
^ypuans to dot Yosef Burg yesterday returned the
be only ioo pi®, fnterlm’report by thri committee In-

I
declared. He*® vestigating the escape.of .eight qon-

;ed contact vieta from Ramie Prison on January
in ion leaders-^ g to Prisons Commissioner Gon&ar -

an minister o'* Haim Levy. -v V;' :

ia,rmanotWs«^ Burg; naked forexplansricmand
a. ,: a nee,

,.^7^ clariflcation pf yarioua pblnta In the
::cn .asi ' report which' weMnctsufflciently
• s

>°u0 Fprttf
01**11, eod for mqr^.lntormktian on

nr. of tne ^issues not lzrvestigated at all by the....
- ^[usura uui uiveuugatea at au oy me
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“
niioa b Sources at the7ministry toTd The

r L '' 1 JeruMtem Pi^tthat Buig takea the

j . . .r-de uni* committee's jreport_-.very aeriouBly.

j , v,p na5U0« The aourcea aaid thnt returning it to

-pri
peat* ‘the committee headed by .Tai-

f • U1%
.
£*a:Gundar Avrabajn Steamer amoante

hopes ^ CTffigt— -j the committee which
o-erJtion

Gundor Avroham Sterner amoante

riti
feto criticism of the committee which
has been tavestigalingfhe escape for
the last 10 daytL • • .

c
Biirghae alsoappdntedpolice sec-

tion controller Nltzav Shmuel Elltan
to check and comment on the report
when completed. The sources said,

that Burg had asked the controller to

examine the report as a result of the

public objections to having the
-Prisons Authority Investigate the es-

cape.
The director of Ramie Prison,

Sgan-Gundar David Peri, told The
Post yesterday that the atmosphere

. in the prison at present is quite calm,
both among the staff and among the

prisoners.

“The mud-sllnglng campaign
launched against us by the media

- wasn't fair and caused much
damage." said Perl.

Perl said he was questioned by the

;Investigation committee, but be did

- .not say how long or what he said.

Fifteen days after the escape there

is Btill no trace of the six convicts

still at large. After checking with

Interpol, the police said the six have
not been reported abroad.

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Palestine National Council
ended eight stormy days of dis-

i
missions In Damascus early yester-

day without having agreed on the

formation of a new executive com-
mittee— one of the key issues the 200

members had hoped to resolve.

Instead, the council — the highest
policy-making body of the Palestine

Liberation Organization — voted to

retain the current 15-member com-
position of the committee, thus en-

trenching the position of PLO chair-

man and Fatah chief Yasser Arafat
and apparently rebuffing the
challenge to him by rejectionist

Palestinian groups.
The decision not to change the

composition of the executive com-
mittee— responsible for PLO policy

and funding — means that George
Hahaah's Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine wilLstlU. not
be re^ivaemed on the oody, whit.1; it

left in 1974 over a policy dispute with
Arafat.
Observers have noted throughout

the PNC session that the haggling
over seats on the committee would
he unlikely to have any Immediate
effect on key FLO policies, since
whatever happened, Arafat would
retain his power base as leader of

Fatah, by far the biggest and most
influential of the terrorist groups.
The reactionists, predictably,

blamed Arafat for the failure to

reach agreement on forming a new
committee, charging him with hav-
ing put forward "unacceptable con-
ditions." The PFLP said, however,
that It would continue its dialogue in
order to reach “a better
organizational position."

As wary and grim-faced delegates
emerged from their marathon ses-

sion in the heavily guarded head-
quarters of the Syrian Trades Union
Federation in Damascus ,early

yesterday morning, a PFLP
spokesman denounced "those who
speak a great deal about Palestinian

unity and independence and at the
same time try to exclude the
PFLP."
The PNC's final session was in-

terrupted towards Monday evening
with news of the death in a Beirut ex-

(Continned on page X, ooL 4)

NEWSBEAT/Black Hebrews V

A settlement for the cult?

3S
OTEL

By DAvro RICHABD80N
"In Dimona, where the total popular
tion is is, 000, toe caxnot ignore the
presence of l, OOO Black Hebrews to-
day, and maybe double that number
in five years." .

.

MK Jacques Amir, mayor' of
Dimona, :.: -

.

„ lS
cotf*'

9 January 1979 ...

ISRAEL'S Black Hebrew7

com-

^y-.iidren

,
munities live as anatlon within a na-

!*• tion, apparently- accountable to no
one except their messianic leader,
Ben-Aml Carter. •

,

For years their neighbours have

complained about the noise they
make, the overcrowded apartments,
the overflowing sewers, and the

, decline in property values.
For years their pleas went un-

• answered.
- Finally, seven months ago, con-

vinced that the Interior Ministry had
finally crossed the line between
benign neglect' and irresponsibility,

a Dimona citizens
1 committee filed a

suitin the Supreme Court against the

Ministers of the Interior, Health, and

Education as well as the Dimona
Municipality.

The suit was — Ironically — en-

dorsed by the Blacks themselves
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Anisette, Stock’s clear, new liqueur.

A delicate, exquisite taste.

rCTwa Pour Stock Liqueur Anisette

TV in a snifter, add a single

I i coffee bean^ and you’ve got

I
)
a fine dessert liqueur

to top off your meal.

rfEnjoy the unique flavour

1 1 of France’s favorite liqueur. .

.

jj right here in Israel.

STOCK

who were equally anxious to resolve
the dilemma, preferably by being
relocated in an agricultural settle-

ment of their own.
The court did not act directly on

the suit. Instead, it recommended
that Interior Minister Yosef Burg es-

tablish a fact-finding commission to

look into the matter and recommend
what steps the government should

take.
Burg subsequently appointed a

commission headed by MK David
Glass who in the last two months has
visited Dimona, Arad, and Mltzpe
Ramon to gather information from
local residents and officials, as well

as the sect leaders.

The commission was also
presented with two police in-

telligence reports on the group. One
of the reports, leaked to the press a
few weeks ago, recommended that

the group be deported because of the
“criminal activities and
associations" of the members.
Glass claims that the police

reports were largely based on sup-

positions, and not on any intimate

knowledge of the secretive sect. He
attaches considerably more impor-
tance to the opinion of the local

police chiefs in Dimona and Arad
who say that they have not found

anything "dangerous or subversive"
about the group.

A high-ranking official in national

police intelligence, however, has ad-

mitted to The Jerusalem Post that

rumours of criminal activities by the

group have "never been properly in-

vestigated. as the Black Hebrews
are not viewed as a major priority."

WHAT THE GLASS Commission has
learned, however, is that residents'

complaints only point to the tip of an
iceberg. The ramifications of the

problems are far more complex and
serious, embracing social, legal.

(Continued on paRe I. col. 8)m

Tension in New policy on Lebanese border:

North as

terrorists

Army will hit civilian

shell school
centres to stop terror

in warns local Arabs they will

very dearly' for 'fanatical Islam’

Jerusalem Post Reporter
KIRYAT SHMONA. — High tension
continues to grip the entire northern
border region after the fifth con-
secutive day of terrorist bombard-
ment of the area. Two large
buildings in Klryat Shmona — a
department store and a school —
were damaged in an artillery salvo
at about 8 a.m. yesterday.
Damage to the buildings was not

significant, but experts sold that if

children had been in their
classrooms when the shells fell,

there would have been loss of life.

The children were rushed into
shelters moments before a shell
destroyed a classroom, penetrated a
floor below to the staffroom and
buried itself in the ground. The
children's books were scattered
across the remains of the room,
covered in plaster dust and other
debris.

The terrorists fired in-
discriminately on targets on both
sides of the border. The large Shia
Moslem village of Kafr Klla, op-
posite Metulla, was hit by 155mm.
shells, which killed an 80-year-old
woman and slightly Injured a
number of residents. The wounded
were treated In the village and at the
"Good Fence."
The terrorists shelled Marjayoun,

Klea. Khirbe, Tir Harfa and a militia
position on the coast near Nakoura.
using rockets, artillery and mortars.
IDF forces deployed along the

northern border and Major Had-
dad's militia gunners returned the
fire with considerable force.
Haddad's spokesman said that

despite the painfui nature of the
choice, there was no alternative but
to respond to the indiscriminate
terrorist shelling with heavy fire

directed at the sources of the* bom-
bardment, which are sometimes
located in towns and villages. He
also said that the terrorists also fired

on UN posts next to Taiba and Blat,
and that UNIFIL forces had not
returned the fire.

Children In the North of Israel
spent the school day in shelters.
Adults also were forced Into shelters
several times. UNIFIL soldiers,
wearing steel helmets and travelling
In protected vehicles, hurried in the
direction of Israel. A Norwegian UN
officer who reached Metulla Bald

that Ms battalion has sent everyone
not actually in the line back to Israel.

An Irish officer said that all UNIFIL
units in South Lebanon are In a state

of high alert, and that many of the
soldiers are feeling the tension and

j

demanding to be allowed to return to
|

their home countries. i

Lebanese and Israelis yesterday !

showed journalists shrapnel from
j

130mm.. 155mm., and 122mm. ar-

tillery shells and Katyusha rockets

made in the USSR, Bulgaria and
China.
•• Th*> 'CM

r'
! Nnr+ftero-Comm**rd. Aluf

.

Avigdor Ben-Uali arid other senior
officers from the command visited

Kiryat Shmona yesterday, and in-

spected the places where Katyusha
rockets had fallen.

Ben-Gal spoke to the mayor, city

councillors and residents, and laid

down procedures for heightening
security in the town — In the form of

(Ooathnied on page l, caL 6)

By HIRSH GOODMAN
Post Military Correspondent

NAZARETH. — Israel has
adopted an aggressive policy in

Southern Lebanon which In-

cludes bombardment of civilian

concentrations there. The
Jerusalem Post was told last
night by an authoritative source.
One element of the policy, as ar-

ticulated by Defence Minister Ezer
Weizman before tbe Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defence Committee, is

that the IDF will no longer
automatically avoid shelling targets
which have civilian populations.
This policy comes In the wake of

daily Katyusha attacks (see adja-
cent story) against targets in Israel
this past week.

Israeli artillery fired more shells
at targets In Lebanon yesterday than
at any other time during the past
year.

Targets ranged from Ftashidlya on
the Mediterranean coast to Aishiya
on the northeastern perimeter of
Southern Lebanon.
By firing against terrorists

situated close to and in civilian con-

centrations It is hoped that three
basic aims will be achieved: that the
villages will organize to get the
terrorists out. and thus out of rocket
range of Israel: that pressure will be
brought on the Beirut government to

-

control the terrorists; that it will
become as difficult as possible for
the terrorists to operate with their
organizational infrastructure com-
ing under fire-

According to one highly placed
observer. Lebanese villagers north
of the Litani River are currently
cooperating with the terrorists, and
could force the terrorists to move.
This could be done by not supplying

them with water and food, or by us-

ing arms at their disposal.

"The incentive for them to do this

will only come if the villagers
themselves come under fire and
realize that by harbouring terrorists
they will he making their lives mis-
erable.

“The fact that civilians, children
and women get killed In conflict Is a
two-way street and not something to

be borne exclusively by the people of

Israel." the observer added.
“The villagers have to realize that

the terrorists constitute a destruc-

tive influence on all parties concern-

ed and that until they are removed
the suffering will be mutual," the

observer said.

Welzman’ s statement, yesterday

that the civilian population in

Lebanon Is no longer immune to

Israeli reaction comes after a series

of terrorist strikes and bom-
bardments of targets In Israel.

These have Included an attack on a
civilian rest home In Ma’alot and
rocket and artillery bombardment of

targets from Nahariya to Kiryat
Shmona and Metulla.
Yesterday schoolchildren in

Kiryat Shmona were saved only
because they had been moved to

shelters In anticipation of a terrorist

attack. Had this not been done the
tall could have been horrendous. A
shell penetrated one of the
Classrooms.
Only by a miracle, Bald an

observer who was there at the time,
were no casualties incurred.
The Jerusalem Post learned last

night that UNIFIL observers in

Southern Lebanon last night re-

(Continued on page 1, coL 4)

Cabinet seen giving

Atherton green light

Sports ban

on Pretoria
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent
The cabinet is expected to endorse

today the new formulations on two
legal-textual points In the draft trea-
ty with Egypt, which were
hammered out during the past week
of painstaking negotiations between
U.S. special envoy Alfred Atherton
and a team of Israeli officials.

Premier Menahem Begin Is un-
derstood to be satisfied with the out-
come of the Atherton talks on Article
4 (the "review clause") and Article
B(vj (the "priority of obligations"
clause). He is expected to employ
the persuasive force of his authority
to ensure that the majority of
ministers give Atherton the green
light to convey the new formulations
to Egypt.
The special envoy met with the

premier and Foreign Minister
Moshc Dayan for over an hour
yesterday, between working
sessions with Dr. Eliahu Ben-EUssar
and his three legal specialists. After
conferring with the envoy. Begin
decided to convene a special cabinet
meeting for this morning.
Atherton himself is expected to

leave today for Cairo. He was to at-

tend yet another working session
with the Israeli team — the 14th and
hopefully final one — at the Prime
Minister's Office late last night. Ben-
F!:— -r i-td r.z- earlier in the
evening that there was "a good
chance" that the working group’s
task would indeed be completed dur-
ing this last late-night session.

All being well, then, Atherton will

be able to submit to the Egyptian
leadership the successful results of
his efforts bn two of the three legal-

textual issues that he had hoped to
resolve:

On Article 4, as first reported In

The Jerusalem Post last week,
Israel has in effect accepted the
Egyptian contention that the review
of security arrangements in Sinai
must be mandatory.
The present wording of the article

will not be changed, but an agreed
interpretation will be added — if the
Egyptians agree — to the effect that
if one party suggests a view of the
security arrangements, the other
will be obliged to agree promptly to
hold the review. (The results of such
a review, as the article specifically
provides, would have to be mutually
agreed.) The mandatory review will

not necessarily be held after five
years, as Egypt nad demanded, but
after an agreed, reasonable, but not
specified time. (There can, of
course, be additional reviews in the
course of the years after the im-
plementation of the treaty and the
Israeli pullback.)
• On Article fi tv), the U.S. will send

(Continued on backpage, col. I)

withdrawn
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

TEL AVIV. — A stormy meeting of
the 25-member plenary of the Israel
Olympic Committee (IOC) last night
rejected the statement made on Sun-
day night on behalf of the IOC
presidium, breaking off all sporting
relations with South Africa.

Carter wants

‘stable ME’
By WOLF BUTZEB

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — U.S. President
Jimmy Carter last night stressed the
“strategic importance" to the U.S.
of "a stable Middle East."

In his annual "State of the’Union"
address before the joint houses ofthe
U.S. Congress, the president said he
would continue to use America's
“beneficial .influence...so that the

(Continued on page t, coL g)

relations with South Africa.
Government Sports Authority

director Yariv Oren was present at
last night's gathering. IOC vice-
chairman Haim Wein told The
Jerusalem Post’s Jack Leon that the
plenary had decided to continue
relations with South Africa, as
before, acting only within the rules
laid down by all International sports
federations regarding competition
with the republic.

Wein. who was chairman of the
last three Maccablah games, said
that he and other members of tbe
plenary were shocked by Sunday’s
announcement, before which they
said they were not consulted.
Befpre last night's plenary

meeting reversed the earlier deci-

sion, Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer came out against the an-
nounced ban on competing with
South African athletes. The minister
said that although the Olympic Coro-
mittee is an independent,
professional and public body, it

should not have reached a decision
on an issue so politically sensitive
without prior consultation with the
government.
The minister's statement was

issued following consultations with
heads of the Foreign Ministry.

(Continued on page Z. col. Z)

When all the hanks are sleeping...

you have an alternative. There is a service

— big, reliable, established wherever you're

likely to be... a service availabie to you day

and night, any time, any place. That service

is CASPOMAT. At any of the dozens of

CASP0MAT units installed all over the

country, you can obtain banking service

when you're far from home. CASPOMAT —
at your service round the clock. CASPOMAT
is close by, wherever you are.
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drugstore no.1
At Dizengoff Centre — three whole
floors filled with ail those essentials
that make life more beautiful. All
Eve & Adam Fashions. French
Cafeteria and Restaurant, cosmetics,
jewelry, gifts, books, take-away
delicacies.

Plata du Jour: IL79.
Free parking daring evening bourn,
'(except Friday) from 1.86 p.m. to
midnight lor every purchase from
I LAO.
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The Weather
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

President Yitzhak Navon yesterday
received the chief rabbi of.Italy, Elio.
Toaff, and his wife. The president
also received Mario Carazo, son of
the president of Costa Rica, Odio
Carazo.

The Haifa Rotary Club will hold Its

weekly meeting' at the Ta'assan fac-
tory In Acre, at l p.m. today.

Syria-Iraq merger

meeting put off
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Reliable sources in Damascus con-
firmed yesterday that the session of

the joint Syrian-Iraql political com-
mittee, which was due to take place
under the aegis of Syrian President
Hafez Assad and Iraqi President
Ahmed al-Bakr, in Damascus today
has been postponed until next week.
This was reported yesterday by
Radio Monte Carlo.

Baghdad asked that the meeting
be postponed because of Bakr’s
“busy schedule,'* the radio said.

As Syria and Iraq move towards a
much-heralded merger. Arab
sources have said repeatedly in the

last two weeks that the two states,

formerly bitter rivals, would an-

nounce their total unification at the

meeting planned for today.
Last week Syria and Iraq an-

nounced that they were unifying
their foreign policy and setting up a
joint military command.

Bible quiz starts

The first stage of the 17th annual

Bible quiz for youth begins in nine

centres throughout the country- to-

day

-

More than 300 boys and girls,

average age 16, are participating.

They were selected from pupils in 84

secondary schools.

Israel’s participants in the final in-

ternational round, to be held next

Independence Day. will come from

the winners of the national quiz.

Meeting fails to end
strike at (Ha’aretz’

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The management and
printers of the dally newspaper
“Ha'aretz" met yesterday In an ef-

fort to end the strike of the
"Ha'aretz*' printers, now in its sixth

day. "Ha'aretz" general manager
Amos Scho'cken said, “Nothing was
settled at the meeting and no further
meeting between the sides was
arranged."

LATINS STUDYING. -- Twenty-one
participants from 13 Latin American
countries are studying rural com-
munity development and organiza-

tion of cooperatives at the Mount
Carmel International Training Cen-

tre in Haifa. The course, sponsored

by the Organization of American
States, has been organized by the

Mount Carmel Centre.

Sharon’s farm still unmanaged

New body to see if

ministers keep rules

im

mJ
By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Premier Menahem Begin an-
nounced yesterday that an indepen-

dent, public committee would he set
up to review the rules on ministerial
conflict of interest.
The Prime Minister’s Office an-

nounced that because the rules have
been in effect for a year since the
government first endorsed them, it

was time to draw conclusions from
the experience amassed. Hence
Begin would ask his ministers to ap-
point such a review committee, to
see how the Asher Committee rules
were being applied.
The public committee would also

be asked to set up a body indepen-
dent of tbe government to rule on
special cases.
This new move, which was not

hinted at in Sunday's tendentious
cabinet communique, reflects
Begln's realization that the cabinet
is embarrassed by the need to
change its own rules on conflict of in-

terest, because the case of
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon
does not fit into the self-imposed
restrictions to which all the other
ministers bowed, with difficulty, in

most cases.
Sunday's cabinet communique

claimed, without the slightest truth,

that the idea of appointing a special
manager to Sharon's Negev ranch
was made In consultation with the
state comptroller. The communique
also claimed, tendentioualy, that the
Idea of a special farm manager
would enable tbe Asher Committee
rules to be upheld.
However, at yesterday's session of

Lhe Knesset State Control Com-
mittee, the two officials best
qualified to decide both held that the
farm manager proposal did not fit in

with the Asher Committee rules. The
attorney-general. Prof. Yitzhak
Zamir, and the state comptroller,

Dr. Yitzhak Nebenzahl, both agreed
that the new arrangement fixed by
the cabinet on Sunday was "a
deviation." Both men were extreme-
ly reluctant to express any personal

opinion on the matter, and they
stressed that the issue was public

and political rather than legal In its

implications, because the Asher
rules were not law and no penalties
existed for their contravention.

Nebenzahl said: "My opinion
carries such special weight, that I

cannot give' It, in a matter which is

essentially political.

"The government and the Knesset
Committee must decide whether
they accept the farm manager
proposal or suggest another way
out."
Zamir said : "Legally speaking the

cabinet acted properly on Sunday. It

has reduced the deviation from the
Asher Committee rules."

Ariel Sharon told the Knesset body
that he obeyed all the rules on con-
flict of Interest, except the rule to
sell or lease his farm.
Sharon made the following

points:
• His hank told him the loan agree-
ment forbade all transfer or lease of

the ranch.
• The running of the ranch was an
extremely complicated process.
• Nobody he applied to was willing
to assume the onerous financial
obligations which be took upon
himself.
• All his loans were linked and In

foreign currency.
• The comptroller last year dis-

qualified one lease proposal because
the would-be leasees Included one
distant relative, and they wanted to

lease for one year only — not for the
term of his ministership.
• The comptroller had rejected
Begln's request that he supervise the
day-to-day management of the
ranch.

Weizman: Talks in last stage
Defence Minister Ezer Weizman

said last night that he thinks the
talks with Egypt will continue,
despite the tension on the northern
border, and that the negotiations are

In the very final stages before the

achievement of a peace agreement.
He said the gap between the two
sides is “very small.”

He said. "We are engaged at the
moment with, perhaps, technical

subjects." A team has been discuss-

ing these subjects for a week
already, and “I hope, and am nearly
convinced, that we'll reach a peace
agreement with Egypt, In the spirit

we have been desiring and working
towards during the past year."

Weizman was interviewed on
Israel Television last night.

The minister added that both

israel and Egypt must bear In mind
that peace between the two countries
would leave "difficult, basic and
serious problems unresolved.” The
events of the last 24 hours on the
northern border were a clear Indica-

tion of this, he said. The bulk of the
interview was devoted to the situa-

tion in the North.
The U.S. could help the two sides to

bridge the gap between them, but its

powers to do this are limited, Weiz-
man said. The new proposals should
be seen as the product of teamwork,
and were therefore no longer Just
Atherton's ideas.
Weizman spoke of the need for an

"Intellectual effort" to bring peace
nearer. The feeling that has been
generated that peace would be a
negative thing for Israel must be
abandoned. (Itim)

Germans confronted with

own past in ‘Holocaust’
BONN. — The U.S.-made television

film "Holocaust" confronted the
Germans with their own past on
Monday night during a telecast In
which squads of police guarded
television stations and transmitters
against threatened attacks by
violent neo-Nazi groups.

Reactions to the showing — as
recorded by the 5,200 West Germans
who phoned the Cologne TV station

in response to the station’s request
for calls — ranged from hostility to

deep emotion.
"I was at Buchenwald," said a

former prisoner of the Nads. "What
was shown was mild compared to

my experiences."

"Why drag all this up again 80

years after the war?" asked a
woman who was only four years old

in 1945 when World War U ended.
"Why didn't the Allies intervene

earlier against Hitler?" queried
another viewer.
Another viewer criticized the

producers of the programme. "I feel

ashamed of the people who made

this programme to make money," he
said.

An estimated one-third of the
callers objected to tbe showing of the
two-hour 20-minute instalment of the
film on the grounds that it

"unnecessarily opens old wounds"
and "undermines Germany's inter-

national reputation." Most of these
calls came during the first half-hour.

Thereafter the tone of the calls

changed until, at the end, weeping
men and women called In to say they
were ashamed of the crimes com-
mitted In Germany's name.
The television reviewer of a Bonn

newspaper reported that
"Holocaust" has had a "positive
result. Universities and schools no
longer will be able to wear blinders
to evade the theme of the extermina-
tion of the Jews."
The screening of the first episode

passed without Incident. There had
been bomb blasts at two regional
transmitters last week during the
showing of a German-made
documentary about the Holocaust.
(Reuter, UPIi

Sex institute has plenty of patients
Jerusalem Post Reporter

There is already a waiting time of

two weeks for patients referred to

the newly established Institute for

Sex Therapy, Education and
Research, Ami Sha'ked, head of the
institute, said in Tel Aviv this week.
The Defence Ministry, the

National Insurance Institute, and the
various sick funds are among the
bodies he said which are sending
people to his Institute, which Is

located in the Sir Ludwig Guttman
Centre near the Sheba Medical Cen-
tre outside Tel Aviv.

The institute, which is open on Sun-

day, Monday, Thursday and Friday,
is the only one of its kind In Israel ex-

cept for one at Rambam Hospital In

Haifa. According to Sha'ked, It

specializes in treating "both the hus-
band and wife, for we believe it Is a
mutual problem, based on the
breakdown of the relationship
between them."

Sha'ked also tells nurses how to

advise patients. "Patients will talk

more openly to a nurse than to a doc-

tor," he says. "Moreover, most
Israel-trained doctors have little or
no knowledge in sex counselling."
The institute places special

emphasis on helping paraplegics,
diabetics, amputees, women after a
hysterectomy, and both men and
women after heart attacks.

Complaints about police
found to be 26% true
"Only" 26 per cent of citizens'

complaints about the use of force by
the police proved justified, Interior
Minister Yosef Burg told the Knesset
yesterday in reply to a parliamen-
tary question by Moshe Katsav
(Likud-Berut).
Burg said that this figure was low

in comparison with the 44 per cent of
Justified complaints against civil
servants In other sectors.

SPORTSBAN WITHDRAWN
(Continued from page 1)

Hammer noted that, several months
ago. agreement was reached with
the committee that all political

issues should be discussed with the
minister before decisions were
reached. The presidium's ban on
South Africa contravened this un-
derstanding, he claimed.

In Tel Aviv, South African Am-
bassador Stuart Franklin told The
Post yesterday that the report of
Sunday's decision to break off sports
ties with his country came "as a
total surprise to us." The am-
bassador said that he was awaiting
instructions from his government,
but was already in touch with
Israel’s Foreign Ministry.

The Directors of TASTE! OF ISRAEL, Rishon Lezion

WELCOME

DAVID and BERNICE LANDSBURG
esteemed shareholders on their visit to Israel.

"South Africa aims to return to the
Olympic community, and this Israeli

decision out ofthe blue has come as a
most unwelcome blow," the am-
bassador declared. The presidium
decision seems to have been taken to
ease Israel's participation in the
Moscow Olympics, he added.
South African sports officials in

Johannesburg expressed mixed
feelings an the IOC's decision.
Sports Minister Frederik de Klerk

said yesterday that the action was
"a complete surprise."
But Gert le Roux, secretary of the

South African Amateur Athletics
Union, commented: “I suppose It

was to be expected — they are ob-
viously under duress and are out to

safeguard their position in the
Moscow Olympics.”
In Moscow, a Soviet commentator

yesterday condemned the presidium
decision as hypocritical. Alexander
Bokhonko, writing for the official

news agency Toss, said racism in

South Africa existed In fields other
than sport, but there was no sign of

any Israeli protest.

Police grapple with angry owners of shops at the unfinished Tel Aviv

central bus station, who occupied the Transport Ministry offices

yesterday. tRahamlm Israeli)

Shop owners riot in protest

against TA bus station delay
Jerusalem Post Staff

About 50 frustrated store owners In
Tel Aviv’s new central bus station,

half-completed for four years, ram-
paged through Transport Ministry
offices yesterday.

Demonstrators, claiming that
"our life savings went down the
drain." were arrested after destroy-
ing office furniture and refusing to

leave the premises. Police say they
plan to prosecute.

The stores were purchased from
the Kikar Levinsky firm, which
collapsed in 1975. It in turn was own-
ed by the contractor Arye PUz (50

per cent), Egged (35 per cent) and
Solel Boneh (15 per cent).

In pointing this out, the ministry
spokesman denied any responsibility

for the work stoppage or the store

owners' plight.'Kikar Levinsky sign-

ed the original contract for the sta-

tion with the Tel Aviv Municipality

in 1968, he added, and it was
specified that the government bore

no responsibility for Its completion.

The spokesman estimated that

finishing the job would cost ILlb. to-

day.
Tel Aviv Deputy Mayor David

Shifman also denied responsibility.

Commenting on the demonstration,

he told The Jerusalem Post, "They
did well to burst in there. I wish
there were 800 of them."Shifman ac-

cused the Transport Ministry of

holding up the decision to continue

construction. The municipality has
"no connection" with the bus ter-

minal projects, he said.

50 pre-fab houses erected at Shilo
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Fifty pre-fabricated houses were
recently erected in the controversial
Gush Emunim encampment at Shilo.

New roads are being built and an
electric network is being installed
there. Israel Television reported last

night.

The government had originally
claimed, that the Gush—Emunim ~

members at the canjp, halfway
betweerrRafnallah and NOWas, were

'

an archeological expedition. But the
settlers denied it.

South African olim arrive via Suez
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The first olim to arrive
through the Suez Canal in many
years, a group of 14 newcomers from
South Africa, arrived here on the
Greek liner Oceanes yesterday mor-
ning.

The ship also brought 100 South
African tourists, who will return to

their country by air.

Also among the passengers was an
Israeli citizen, Eliezer Jeasupovich,
31. a member of the ship's casino
staff. His "gamble" of goingthrough
the canal on an Israeli passport
before peace is signed paid off

without any trouble.

The ra.s. Oceanas. owned by the
Greek Epirotiki Line, bad been
operating Indian Ocean cruises for
South African tourists over the past
three months, going to Maritlus and
back each time. The Jerusalem Post
learned that on the way back to her
home port of Piraeus, the owners
offered cut-rate fares to fill the ship.
Passengers said the ship had

anchored briefly in one Egyptian
harbour. Port Suez, but there was no
debarkation during the few hours
they stayed there. Egyptian officials

they talked to had been "very
friendly." even though they had been
aware that the passengers were on
their way to Israel.

Ambassador to Italy presents credentials
ROME. — The new ambassador to
Italy. Moshe Allon. yesterday
presented his credentials to Italian
President Sandor Pertini. Allon, who
previously served as the deputy
director-general of the Foreign
Ministry, fills the vacancy left by the
death last August of Ze'ev Shek.
Meanwhile, a delegation led by

Sergio Romano, director-general of
cultural and scientific cooperation at

the Italian Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, Is now in Israel at the head of a
delegation negotiating a new
cultural and scientific cooperation
agreement between Israel and Italy.
The agreement, expected to be sign-
ed in Jerusalem today, will provide
for scholarships, exchange of visits
by artistic missions and noted in-
dividuals, and cooperation in science
and technology.

ARMY TO HIT TERROR CENTRES
(Continued from page 1)

quested a cease-fire — the first ever
In the nine months they have been in
the area.
Wolf Blitzer adds from

Washington:
The U.S. yesterday expressed con-

cern over the latest round of fighting
between Israeli and Palestinian
forces in Southern Lebanon.
State Department spokesman

Hoddlng Carter said that the fighting
not only "threatens lives" but also
increases "tension in this sensitive
area."
He urged "maximum restraint"

on all the parties to the conflict, ad-
ding that Washington was "highly
concerned" about the reported flight
of civilians from Southern Lebanon.
The U.S.. he continued, has been In

constant contact with Israel, Syria
and Lebanon in an effort to restore
calm to the area. There have been no
direct contacts with the
Palestinians, he said, explaining
that Washington, as a matter- of
policy, does not deal with the PLO.
At the same time, the spokesman

once again urged both Israel and the
Lebanese Christian militia to
cooperate fully with the UN Interim
Forces in Lebanon lUNIFIL). Such
cooperation, he said, was urgently
needed to enable UNIFIL to fulfil its
mandate, as stipulated by the UN
Security Council.
(The State Department had no

comment yesterday on the death of
All Hassan Salameh, the reported
PLO organizer of the 1972 Munich
massacre.)

El A1 boss Hod quits
By BARUCH SAVXLLE
Post Aviation Reporter

TEL AVIV. — El A1 general

manager Aluf (res.) Mordechai Hod

submitted his resignation yesterday

14 months after assuming the post.

In a letter addressed to Finance

Minister Simha Ehrlich and
Transport Minister Haim Landau,

with a copy also sent to El Al ex-

ecutive chairman Mordechai Ben-

Ari, Hod briefly explained the

reasons for Ms resignation:

"It is now clear," Hod wrote "that

all my endeavours and my struggle

to put El A1 back on the right track

have failed to produce the desired

results. Therefore, in view of the cir-

cumstances. I am faced with no

alternative but to tender my resigna-

tion. I cannot and am not prepared to

continue as general manager."
Hod requested that his resignation

become effective as soon as possible.

At a specially convened meeting of

the El A1 board of directors last

night. Hod was asked to reconsider

his decision and withdraw his

resignation.
El A1 currently faces one of the

worst financial crises In Its 30 years

of existence. In the present fiscal

year, which ends on March 31. the

airline stands to register a loss of

S20m. or more.
Increased competition from

charters and other low-cost flights —
and, as of April, a third carrier

(National Airlines) on the lucrative

North Atlantic route in competition

with El A1 and TWA — could cause

El Al's financial position to

deteriorate further. Also to start In

April, for the first time, are charters

out of Canada, operated by the huge
Wardair charter company, which
could spell ruin for El Al's Canadian
operation.
At the time of the 20-day El A1

shutdown last April, which resulted

in a loss of 311m., Hod
airline that cannot rely bn itafiu?
schedule" has no future.; jf?
referred to the numerous **»«^t*

and strike action by the conipaij?.
maintenance and .line men, .

.

With travel agencies shying
from booking their passengerr^g
AI. E1A1 management, wtfij

blessing of Ehrlich and;:tfa|£
transport minister " Melr
publlshed a near-sensational^^
ment in the press.

. /
In full-page, advertisements beirL

ed "Save El Al," they claimed thi»
El Al "was a side company
management knows it and tbepnjri?-
knows It." .'V'-'
"Major surgery Is needed tc^.'ctai

tbe cancer which la deatrqying jj^
no matter how painful and- cofc:

plicated it may be,"., the. ad -eat
tlnued, finally calling f&r^jj:
employees to join In ‘‘putting

'

back In front." -

Acting upon the recommendatf*
of members of the government,'^
decided to shut down the compel'.
The 20-day shutdown ended

affij-

an apparent reassessment
situation by the government-,.?
Despite Lhe return to work,^

situation at El Al did not imprest,
and labour problems remain
wage agreement has yet toberfi^
ed.

- ‘

Now. there is new tension •

labour' front- With the Dead g^;
workers to receive more thfut^
per cent increase In wages,.

maintenance staff have
reported unwilling to accept tla^a :

per cent increase offered them fa-^.
cord with the government's present
wage policy. -
Also still to be resolved la the

tlon regarding the salaries of
flight crew members whose huxtnjg

tax Is being subsidized by El Al totbt"

time of well overUJ45m. tMs^j "9

New threat to poison Israeli oranges

STOCKHOLM (UFI). — The
Swedish government yesterday
alerted food control authorities after

receiving a letter from the “Arab
Revolutionary Army" threatening to

poison Israeli oranges unless
Sweden stopped Importing oranges
from Israel.

Agriculture Minister Eric Enlund
said after a two-hour emergency
meeting with food administration
authorities that the government
viewed the threat seriously.

The letter, postmarked London,
“contained a threat to inject mer-
cury or other lethal poisons Into

Israeli produce throughout the citrus

fruit season," an agriculture
ministry spokesman said.

In January last year, in a similar

letter to 18 governments, the'gr^
warned that mercury hod beehf5

'

jected Into oranges by Its agerfr
side Israel. Last year's

ed off anintemational orange scafe,

damaging Israeli orange :acpd£|[

although police never establish
whether the group's clalma 3^^
founded.

Moshe Shavit, headof-Agrexofi/

the agriculture export cmnpany^i
Israel- said yesterday:-."! have®
heard of any such thing: up. to now,

and I don't believe it la true.' Up.tn

now sales are going alLrig&yEtjira

peon buyers have notMog fo'"!^

because Israeli produce -teVwip-

protected from the time ft ieawt*'

Israel until it reaches the storesja

Europe.”

Two die suddenly in Ashkelon synagogue
Jerusalem Post Reporter appeared to feel 111 and

Matityahu Drobless, joint head of
the Jewish Agency's Settlement
Department which is developing the
site, said yesterday "The project
was designed to protect the
residents* security and improve
their living standards."
Meanwhile, the chairman of the

Ministerial Settlement Committee.
..-ArieL Sharon,, and Jits aides,—are—

|

preparing plans to settle, another
.Gush EmunIm*group east of Nablus.
The proposal will require cabinet ap-
proval.

Jerusalem Post Reporter appeared to feel 111 and
ASHKELON. — When cantor the pulpit next to the cantor

Rahamlm Cohen, 63, suddenly Efforts to revive tbe two
collapsed at the pulpit In the Tunl- ed, who were pronounced
sian synagogue in the Shlmshon arrival at the local hospital

quarter here on Sunday, sexton 23on who have opened an !
1

Cohen, 56, tried to help him. said they believe both
.

..

But the sexton, too, suddenly heart attacks. •

CARTER WANTS STABLEME’*^
(Continued from p®*e l) «

precious opportunity for lasting
peace between Israel and Egypt will

not be lost."

He said: "Our firm commitment
to Israel's survival and security la

rooted in our deepest convictions and
in our knowledge of the strategic im-
portance to our nation of a stable
Middle East."

Carter's reference to America's
strategic interests In the Middle
East was significant because he
related it to "a stable Middle East"
rather than merely to Israel, as he
had done earlier this month.

Earlier this month, during
remarks at a White House ceremony
In which he received Israel Am-

bassador, Ephraim Eyrqnla
tials, the president spoke a]

strategic Importance of Israel
The shift was apparently therefeflt

.

of an Internal debate witidn"lta’; S:

ministration.
There are some officials, whdisp

to dismiss or. belittle- Isrui|i

strategic importance,/ and Vf|e’

president’s diplomatic sentence irif

apparently a sort of comprouijge
between the two different schools of

thought here.

In another section of the speech,

an advance text of which was made

available to 'reporters. Carter

declared: “We have no desire to 1*

tbe world's policeman. AznerlcA

,

does want to be the world's

peacemaker."

TENSIONHIGHINNORTH
(GonUnned (rem page 1)

additional shelters and other civil

defence measures.
Ben-Gal also visited other affected

areas in the North, and spoke to
soldiers in the front line.

About 200 residents of Klry&t
Sbraona demonstrated outside the
town hall In the afternoon, shouting
slogans demanding better security
measures for the town. Some
demanded that townspeople
demonstrate outside the Knesset.

Industry Minister Gideon Patt
visited Klryat Shmona yesterday.

arriving between Katyusha bom-

bardments. He met . with tbe town

council and announced that Prim*

Minister Menahem Begin Intends to

visit the town soon, in response to«

request from the council. Acting

Mayor. Shmuel Ohana proposed tW
the cabinet hold a meeting In Klryd

Shmona, together with the tow*

council, on the town's security

.problems.
A Katyusha shell fell in Weston

Galilee yesterday, without caustif

injury or damage. Naharlyj
residents went into shelters and

school activities were halted.

With deep sorrow we announce the pawing of our beloved wife*

mother and grandmother,

Jenny Rossmann
(nee Kahn)

formeriy of Frankfurt and Buenos Aires.

The bereaved family - ...
For funeral details, please contact 02JSS3S99>

PNCSESSIONFAILS
(Continued from page i)

plosion of Ali Salameh ("Abu
Hasson"). Fatah security chief and
a close aide and personal friend of
Arafat, who returned to the
Lebanese capital yesterday to head
inquiries into the occurrence.
A PLO statement in Beirut said

yesterday that "the Israeli in-
telligence service carried out the
assassination. The ugly crime shall
not go unpunished." And the Palesti-
nian news agency WAFA blamed the
killing on Israel and "allied groups"
— an apparent reference to
Lebanese Christian militias.

But Christian leaders rapidly
issued statements condemning the
killing and praising Salameh as an
honest leader, possibly fearing that
the assassination might inflame the
atmosphere In an already tense
Beirut. They also claimed that
Salameh died as a result of Palesti-

nian factional feuding.

One apparent casualty of the PNC
conference was an emerging rap-
prochement between the PLO and
Jordan. Delegates said this should
now be worked towards on the basis
of giving the Palestinians full
political and military freedom in
Jordan.
The rejectionlsts have criticized

Arafat, whose Fatah group con-
ducted recent negotiations with the
Jordanians, for "selling out" to King
Hussein over the control of a $100m.
annual fund for the West Bank and
Gaza allotted by the Baghdad sum-
mit last November and over the
PLO's responsibility for the one
million Palestinians living In Jor-
dan.
Arab diplomatic sources say that

Hussein has made it clear to the PLO
that he will not allow It to conduct
terrorist operations against Israel
from Jordanian territory.

(Trrrorinl. pngr4)
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Her colleagues at work offer

Mrs. Margaret Feldman
deepest sympathy on the death of her father

.

Eng. AHARON IL0VICI

To Mr. Sheraaryahu Lieberraan and Family ,

Deepest sympathy on the loss of your father

SAMUEL LIEBERMAN
INTRADCO Industries Tradingp0,

Management and Employees

,
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cijj Shalom group .of frieiids in
1

Philadelphia. - Pennsylvania, who
lavit, head a have ctmtributedIZm., andfrom war
cure export bivillds. to fee. northern area. . -

vesterdav Tha aaaoci^don has appointed a
y such thhir

^new architect, ..Basalel Hod, as a

be lievp Btxccassor toprtse^wSimlng'arcbttket

re eninp luJ?' David Yannai. . .. . i

'

•s Sve^nrtiJf
1 Yannai was fired mote than a year

raeii
„ t ago after he complainedtofeepqUce

rom JTf S about alleged'overcharging by the

it
“'contractors to league with Oty Hall

it cachet
„ ..

Yesterday association national
.chairman - Shloino t*ador and his

colleagues told the press that the
damages suit the association filed to

the District Court against Y&xw&i for
breach of contract specifically

1

for

failure to prepare detailed construc-
tion plans for fee contractor to time
— was open-ended. The claim for
ILiOxn. damages could swell to
ILSOm- or more, by the time the pro-
ject is finished, he said. Completion
la now scheduled for May 1980.

The organization’s spokesman
complained bitterly that “nobody
has ever asked us for our side of fee
dispute over Belt Halohem. The
public committee raising funds for
David Yannai hasn't asked either
why.we had to dismiss him from his
post, (as architect supervisor). MK
Annum Rubinstein has even prejudg-
ed the court cases now pending by
proposing a private bill In the
Knesset.”
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^invited to Friday night dinner

Z kT By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH f The leaders of the religious
.neve both men Jerusalem'Fast Reporter neighbourhood produced circulars
cs

‘ Orthodox residents of the"B3ryat they had distributed in their area
— V-nriT quarter-will attempt to dia- - oalltag upon residents to instruct

rar rr l/nsuada realdenU offic^htmdEly-: ;
children pot tpjhrow.stones at Sab-

>|»nuet oftalhf aiw tiicHc w« outlined
riTal

f7 ^ ^
Jas apparentlr%e8teidaydt'^reu conference call- h?'.5S 5Si d'ta«^ sasassssaSbS^fi;
' » leader of the KIryAt Zanz

.

“ M thi
some officiftbajelghbouthood committee.

; or belittle It “We.wlII invite asznany aa want to
importance, iftome to spend a'SabbathWith us and
diplomatic aeM«a

: leirir feC: meantog - of fee Sab-

a sort of conpath/'-he aaid^
,,We wiIl also send

two different attozens of our 'people to Ramot to

». iarry on an Information programme
V section of tk^xnbng residents feerei" ‘ :

ie"xt of which n- He noted, that some SO per cent of

to reporter!. Ctamot residents had voted for

We have no ds^UgiouH partietrto fee last election

oollcenian.
1*°^ he surmised 'feat the reUglous

; be Vhe iropulaadn of the -new quarter was
• ven higher.

•" '
; - f

. ^H| di -• ir.Uli ne).
. . Rabbi KrasMnsky denied that any
rivalry within fee religious com-
munity was behind the Sabbath
demonstrations. He said the
demonstrations will continue as long
as there is Sabbath traffic on the
road..

-'He expressed support for a
proposal by AgudatYlsrael leaders
In Jerusalem to build an Interchange
between fee new end old road, in the
vicinity of the Teva plant, to carry
Sabbath traffic away ffrom both
Kiryat Zanz and Sanhedriya
Murhevet to a link-up wife fee old
road. Municipal officials have said
this is a physical impossibility, but
Rabbi Krashinaky said It waa
perfectly feasible “with good will.”

IORTH Poor people protest housing shortage
>tvreen

He met w»J
By HAOT8HAPIBO .

Jeros&lem Pest Reporter

announceo Representatives Of the country's
nahem Be^^ndexvrivfieged: neighbourhoods
n soon, in ^rpet in Jerusalam yesterday to

.

,m the couff^rbtest'the govenmmht** failure to

ue]
Ohana p^^Dlve fee natlonal houaing problem. .

hold a meetW" Thirty - representatives from
jgether ^ '/eigbbburboo^L -committees -

‘

he towa'*
wiroughout the country charged that
.lie year’s -bndgst -wfll ..allow only

ns Shell
f«B^*sM;of fee-buUjjB^Att^.arigtoal^

.LwIav. wiUn?3anned. They said feat even if fee

^jima£e - number of; planned building

. [nto
sh^-srts were made, it still would not :
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answer fee country’s needs.
They also charged that public

funds are being wasted by sub-
sidizing contractors to build rental
housing. The rents for those
buildings are too expensive for fee
residents who needed them most,
they said.
Claims were also aired that new

immigrants had purchased flats and
then left fee country, rentingthem at
.prices too steep, for the under-
privileged. Private owners and con-
tractors, fee representatives claim-
ed, were leaving thousands of flats

. empty as speculative investments.
The representatives sold they are

-planning a -national protest on fee
housing problem.

where 960 Jews committed suicide
rather than become Roman slaves.

“It's an inspirational site...Now I

see why it would inspire fee present
generation of Jewish people to fight

for .their, homeland and fee prin-

.
triples they now espouse that are bas-
ed,oh those of fee past,” Ford. said.
Be added, that he “hoped” another

- -Masada-like event would not occur
to Jewish history.
/Sharidn presented Ford wife &
rare photograph of catapult boulders
that were apparently used by the
Romans to the fight against the
Jewish . zealots on Masada. The
archeologists have reburied the

. rocks so feat “no one walks off wife
them;” Shaakln said.

The visitwas cut shortbya sudden
downpour over Masada— a rare oc-
currence to fee Dead Sea area.
-

. The helicopter then flew to an
observation point on fee Syrian
border,-where Ford said be could ap-
preciate the strategic significance of
the Golan Heights. But he was un-
willing to say . to which country it

should belong. His successor, Jimmy
•Carter, said after visiting the Golan
to 1978 as a private citizen that he
would never give up the Golan If he
were prime minister of Israel.
Ford told reporters earlier to the

tour that he would decide “by
September* 1 whether to run for fee
presidency to 1980.
The Ford entourage was scheduled

to fly to Amman today. He spent fee
night .at the residence of U.S. Am-
bassador Samuel Lewis in Herzliya.

Calls for action against

signers of pro-PLO cable
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Jerusalem Post Staff

Education Minister Zei’ulun
Hammer will today answer motions
for the agenda in the Knesset concer-
ning last week's cable of support for
fee PLO's "struggle" against the
"Zionist entity,” sent by Israeli Arab
students to the Palestine National
Council meeting in Damascus.
Hammer was urged by Hebrew

University Student Union leader
Moshe Schiff on Sunday to endorse
legislation aimed at prohibiting ad-
mission of PLO supporters to the
country's universities.
Knesset Members Yehuda Ben-

Meir (NRPj, Amnon Linn {Likud ),
Shoshana Arbeil-Almozlino
(Labour). Meir Pa’il iSheli) and
Shulamit Aloni (CRM) are schedul-
ed to address the assembly on the
Issue.

Tel Aviv University officials refus-
ed to comment on a letter from
Jewish students demanding that the
cable's signers be barred from
classes. “Though we understand

• that the text of such a letter
appeared in the newspapers, we
have not yet received the original,"

said one official.
The National Association of Arab

Students in Haifa yesterday dis-
tributed a press release denouncing
the cable. The association, it stated,
stands for a "just peace for the
Palestinian and Jewish peoples,
withdrawal from all territories oc-
cupied in 1967, a sovereign Palesti-
nian state and recognition of fee
PLO as representative of the
Palestine Arab nation."

A spokesman for Ben-Gurion
University of fee Negev yesterday
stated that none of the university's
students had signed fee controver-
sial cable. He added, that' had any
done so, the university would have
taken action against them.
Arab members of fee Labour Par-

ty's Young Guard also condemned
the cable of support to fee FLO. They
regarded the letter as "grave," com-
ing from students studying at state-

subsidized universities and living in

a country in which they enjoy equali-
ty, a Haifa Labour Council member
said. "The public should know that
not all young Arabs agree with their

step."

An Apartment Abroad?
No Need
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Otter You
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apartments

Former U.S. president Gerald Ford peers over one of the Masada
embankments as he listens to an explanation about the site from
archeologist Ronl ShasUn. iHcrakovti*. Zoom i

Gafny must resign, Herat

Knesset boss demands

New bill proposes more cash for parties

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Halm Kaufman MK, chairman of

fee Herat Knesset faction, yesterday
called on the governor of the Bank of

Israel, Arnon Gafny, to resign. Kauf-
man told The Jerusalem Poet that
Gafny had failed as the
government's economic adviser. He
intended to take the matter up wife
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich.
Gafny said last night he has no In-

tention of resigning.

Kaufman accused Gafny of allow-

ing the effect of fee reforms of the

new economic policy of October 1977

to become eroded.

Gafny reacted too slowly to fee
massive influx of foreign currency
into the economy during fee past
year, tr*trfm«n charged. Instead,

the bank had concentrated on
foreign currency leaving the coun-
try, while the toward flow reached
flood proportions, causing an In-

crease to the rate of Inflation.

Kaufman estimated that foreign

currency loans totalled an “un-
precedented" $500m.-*600in. to 1978.

Exchanging this money increased
fee rate of inflation, to 10 per cent
more than had been anticipated.

Some 840m. were put into index-
linked bonds, which caused the
national debt to grow.
Another of Kaufman's charges

was that Gafny paid no attention to

the advice and warnings of the
Knesset Finance Committee on the

monetary flood.
According to Kaufman, Gafny'e

preoccupation with fining banks
which exceeded the permitted li-

quidity limits was misplaced,
because the total sum Involved was
only 30 per cent of the foreign
currency credit entering the coun-
try. Apart from that, be said, fee
banks merely passed the fines on to

their customers, who as a result rais-
ed the prices of their products,
which, to turn, led to an increase to
inflation.

Bank of Israel circles said last
night feat the governor has no inten-
tion whatsoever of resigning, and did
not take Kaufman's demand serious-
ly-

Gafny himself put out a statement
saying that in a democratic country
everyone has the right to demand fee
resignation of public figures. In-

cluding MKs. but that Kaufman's'
reasons were baseless and contained
"professional inaccuracies.” These,
he said, gave rise to suspicion about
the MK'a motives.
This is not fee first time Kaufman

has attacked the Bank of Israel,
without first bothering to ascertain
the nature and meaning of his facts,
Gafny charged. Israel's foreign
currency reserves have increased by
about a billion dollars since October
1977, and now stand at more than
52.2b. It was unusual, Gafny said, to

demand resignations against a
background of Increased currency
reserves:

102 Vietnam refugees to arrive today
AFULA. — Residents of Aftila are
preparing to- welcome 102 Viet-
namese refugees, due to arrive at the
absorption centre here today.
Rooms, cake, medical aid, warm

clothing and letters from Mayor
Ovadia All await the refugees,
members of 11 families. Over two-
thirds are children.

Information arriving before them
indicated that most are of Chinese
origin and were educated members
of South Vietnam's middle class.

At a farewell ceremony in
Hongkong, Israel Ambassador
Moshe Raviv told the refugees they
would be going to a country very
different from Aheir tropical
homeland. "But you will find it in-

teresting. challenging and beautiful,

and the people of Israel will receive
you with open arms and do their best
to welcome you. If you do your best,

you will succeed.” he said. (Itlm,

Reuter)
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A copy of the welcoming letter to
arriving Vietnamese families
from Afola Mayor Ovadia Ell, in
which he congratulates them for
“tying their fate to our city.”

Zipori: Israel willing to sell Chile military gear

SANTIAGO (Reuter). — Israel is

prepared to sell Chile military equip-
ment and give It military advice,
Deputy Defence Minister Mordechai
Zipori was quoted yesterday as say-
ing.

Zipori ended a four-day visit to

Chile, last night during which he had
talks wife Chilean Defence-Minister
Raul Benavides, although his. stay
was designated as private.

In an -interview published by the
Chilean daily newspaper "El Mer-
curic,” apari said feat Israel was
seeking markets for its Westwinda,
Arava and Kflr planes.

But Israel needs U.S. permission
to export Kfir combat aircraft
because they contain some
American components, Zipori told
the Chileans.
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Post Knesset Reporter
The Knesset Interior Committee

yesterday approved a revised
private members’ bill — sponsored
by members of the three largest par-
ties — on the financing of last
November's municipal elections.
The new bill would give them even
more money than provided for in a
revised January 35 draft.
The January 35 draft to turn was

more generous than a bill that pass-
ed its preliminary reading in the
Knesset on January 1.

The approved retroactive finan-
cing bill, presented by represen-
tatives of the Likud, the Alignment
and the National Religious Party,
was approved on Monday by a
special Ulterior Committee subcom-
mittee headed by MK Tamar Eshel
(Alignment).

One main change Introduced on
Monday states that a list affiliated

with a “mother party” (i.e., a party
represented in the Knesset) will not

be required to return the advance
payment It received If It polled at
least 50 per cent of the votes needed
to elect one council member. The
original bill required refund of the
advance payment if fee list did not
elect a single councilman.
A second change, stemming from

the first, raises the amount of fee
money to be shared in each local
authority from 225 per cent of the
number of eligible voters to 815 per
cent.

Under the earlier revisions, if no
ceUtog had been established, each
party could have claimed the per
capita payment for every eligible

voter. Thus, if there were six lists

competing for 80,000 votes, each list

could have claimed the head pay-
ment for the 30,000.
A third change provides for very

easy payments for the refund that
parties must make in fee event of an
unfavourable report by fee state
comptroller with respect to their

adherence to the law.

Ehrlich stresses role of Israel Bonds
Post Knesset Reporter

When peace with Egypt is achiev-
ed, Israel will have to mobilize even
more funds through the Bond cam-
paign than heretofore. Finance
Minister Simha Ehrlich said in the
Knesset yesterday.
He was presenting for its first

reading a bill authorizing the
government to float a sixth develop-
ment issue of State of Israel Bonds In
the amount of $lb.

Present In the visitors’ gallery
were Americans and Canadians
from 51 different communities here
for the 1979 Prime Minister's Israel
Bond Conference.
Ehrlich said that when peace is

achieved, l&rge-Bcale development
of the Negev will benecessary; and,'
in general, peace at the outset will

impose a heavy economic burden on
Israel. '

,

Since Israel Bonds were first

Teenage murderer

gets six years
TEL AVIV (Itlm). — A six-year Jail

sentence was imposed yesterday on
a 17-year-old youth convicted of stab-
bing to death a fellow student at the
Beit Hanoar music workshop during
a brawl last July.
Two friends of fee youth, also 17,

were put on two years' probation,
after the Tel Aviv District Court
judges decided that the two had tried

to drag their friend away from the
dead student.
The court decision, which to an un-

precedented manner was prepared
and read out In synopsis form for the
press, said the two youths had sought
to join the brawl and that when they
saw the stabbing they tried to pull

their friend away.
The ruling said they could have

sentenced the killer to life imprison-
ment. But because he had no police
record, and his behaviour in school

and work was not problematic, “it
was clear that this was an
aberration."

RECORD. — Ursula Hook of_ West
Germany became the first woman to

run an Indoor 800-metres race in less

than 2 minutes, at an athletics meet
in Dortmund this week, when she
clocked 1:59.9 to lop seven-tenths of

a second off the old world record
held by Ulrike Bruns of East Ger-
many.

Cominy Soon/

SABRAMAN No - 2

Israel’s only comic book

SABRAMAN n„ i

(in English)

still available at hotels,

bookstores, kiosks

Israel's super gift

P.O.S. 8576, Jerusalem

issued in 1951, over 84b. worth have
been sold. Without the extensive in-

frastructure that these funds helped
the state to establish and develop,
the development of Israel's export
over the past years would have been
impossible, Ehrlich said.

Former Transport Minister Meir
Amlt (Shai) , speaking to the debate,
suggested feat Bond proceeds, in-

stead of being mixed in the general
revenue “salad," should be ear-
marked for specific projects — for
example, the establishment of a
private telephone company.
The bill was referred to the

Finance Committee.

LOTTO iThe ’winning numbers to *

yesterday's weekly - Lotto -drawing
were 1, 7, 9, 21, 23 and 37. The .extra
number was 14. The top prize was
IL2,165,223.

Gov’t upset at fuss

over Iran Jewry
The Prime Minister’s Office ex-

pressed regret yesterday that some
Iranian Jews have chosen to
publicize government end Jewish
Agency activities on their behalf.

The activities would be better kept
quiet, fee office felt. Persian Jews
can leave the country if they wish
even now, the press release said.
The office accused Alignment

leaders of trying to make political

capital out of Iranian Jewry’s
hardship by criticizing the
government's quiet handling of the
matter, but added that it had not op-
posed MK Arye Eliav’s trip to Iran.
The statement also included a denial
feat political appointees had been
sent to Persia, as Alignment leaders
.have claimed.

HQ needed to aid

Iran rescue drive
By .ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

An emergency operational head-
quarters should be set up to coor-

dinate all activities connected with
the rescue of Iranian Jewry, the

.
Knesset Absorption Committee
resolved yesterday. The committee
complained that for the past two
months it had been demanding this

headquarters be set up. but to no
avail.

The head of Israel Radio, Haggai
Pinsker, appearing at the com-
mittee, said it was Impossible to

know how to shape the Persian-
langu&ge broadcasts bo long as no
such emergency headquarters ex-

isted.

In the committee, Hillel Seidel

(Likud) attacked the Alignment for

allegedly making political capital

out of the plight of Iranian Jewry. He
was referring to Yigal Alton's
criticism that the Likud government
had mismanaged the immigration
and absorption of Iranian Jewry.

Sheep thieves penned

ASHKELON (Itlm). — Three Beduto
were convicted of stealing -over
ILiOO.OOO worth of sheep in 25
separate thefts this week. The
Magistrates Court here gave them
sentences ranging from 15 to 33
months in prison.

Mohammad Abu Isaa, 33, and two
brothers, Ahmad and Ibrahim &1-

Hurti. were arrested last month and
charged with 19 counts of theft. Their -

operation was described by police as
a systematic one, affecting other .

shepherds "to the Ashdod, Kiryat
Malachi. Kiryat Gat and Ashkelon
areas.
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Gala Singles Weekend

February- 1 — February 3

(Thursday afternoon— Motza’ei Shabbat)

Make new friends while you enjoy a smashing weekend in
one of Israel’s finest holiday spots. An exciting
programme planned especially for you includes

:

Spectacular all-night party
Trip to Mt. Hermon — entertainment — films

and lots more!
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G00D
NEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading

The Jerusalem Post end you'd (Ike

to keep In touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,

you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion. air-mailed worldwide every

week with the latest news,
features and photos.

Walk Into any branch of one of the

banks listed below and you can
take out a subscription today. It

only takes a few minutes. Have a

nice vacation and a safe journey

home.

BANK HAPOALIM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

From IL1800 including full hoard, service charges and VAT.

Reservations: Tel. 067-82233, 067-22626

CPHotels B

f
Geographical Tours Ltd.

Belt EUaI. Room 403. Tel Aviv, Tel. 290394

Bookings are now being

accepted for spring tours

“Journey in the Himalayas”
for good hikers — departing on March 27 (31 days)

“Pessah in Greece”
Departure; April 4 (19 days)

* “ Turkey in Springtime”
Departure; May 4 (22 days)

Details, printed programmes and booking at our offices.

* In cooperation with the Society for the Protection of Nature.
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Iran’s military holds

pro-shah demonstration
TEHERAN. — Officers of the Ira-
nian armed forces, backed by a show
of strength by elite imperial troops,
asserted yesterday that the army
will stay united and that soldiers will
"shed their blood" to maintain the
monarchy and the nation's civil
government.

In an unusual military demonstra-
tion, held in driving wet snow near
the shah's Nlavaran Palace, some 1,-

000 troopers of the crack Imperial
Guard shouted "Long Live the
Shah” as they raced across obstacle
courses and paraded in goose-
stepping review.

The demonstration, held mainly
for foreign reporters, also featured
lunging soldiers with gas masks and
bayonets showing what officials call-
ed "anti-guerrilla, anti-subversive
street warfare."
The demonstration came four days

before Ayatollah EOiomelni, the
leading opponent of the government
of Prime Minister Shapur Bakhtiar,
is scheduled to return to the country
in an effort to replace the Bakhtiar
regime with an "Islamic republic."
Meanwhile, a key political aide to

Khomeini said yesterday that the
religious leader definitely intends to

return to Iran this week and’ that'the
"illegal Bakhtiar government" must
resign or face continuing crippling
strikes.

Mehdi Bazargan, a long-time
human rights activist and critic of
the regime of Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi, told reporters that Bakhtiar
"cannot rule the country because
strikes will go on and government
employees will not go back to work."
And Khomeini, whose religiously

Inspired movement forced the shah
to leave the country on an "extended

vacation," told the newspaper
"Kayhan" that the monarch should
be returned to Iran for trial.

“We have witnessed that
thousands of youths were killed in

prisons, alleys and streets, so how
can we let him go?" he asked.
Anticipating possible trouble when

Khomeini returns, the (British)
Royal Air Force will evacuate more
than 200 foreigners, including a large
number of Americans, from the oil

centre of Ahwaz on the advice of the
Iranian military command, a British
official said yesterday.
Gordon Pire, spokesman for the

British embassy in Teheran, said
that two C-130 transport planes
would fly the group today to Bahrain
on the other side of the Persian Gulf.
The Japanese embassy in Teheran

has called on the 3.970 Japanese
residents still in Iran to leave the
trouble-plagued country, except for

those who need to stay on. the
Foreign Ministry said in Tokyo
yesterday.
With the future in Iran still uncer-

tain, the U.S. does not want the
"vacationing" shah to come to the
U.S., and his American trip has been
delayed at least for the time being.
Iran's ambassador to Washington.
Arbeshir Zahedi, said in Interviews
yesterday.

Instead, the shah and Empress
Farah "may" return to Egypt after
their three-day holiday In Morocco, a
spokesman for Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat said yesterday.

The, spokesman, in a statement
released to the press, said that Sadat
had Invited the shah to return to

Egypt "to spend most of his holidays
and undergo medical tests" after his
vacation with King Hassan n of
Morocco, fAP. Reuter)

New Tanzania, Uganda clashes
OAR ES-SALAAM, Tanzania (UFI),— Heavy fighting was reported
yesterday along the border between
Tanzania and Uganda, where the
two East African neighbours fought
a costly two-week war last year.

A communique issued in D&r Es-
Salaam said Ugandan forces had
attempted to invade Tanzania Satur-
day at three points along their 160-

km. border west of Lake Victoria.
"Fighting continues," the com-
nunlque said. Uganda Saturday ac-

cused Tanzanian forces of crossing
the border, but later said the attack
had been repulsed.
The two countries fought a hit-and-

run war for two weeks last
November, devastating the K&gera
Salient of northwestern Tanzania. It

had been one of the most productive
agricultural areas of the country.
Ugandan President Idi Amin’s
troops then' occupied 1,800 square
km. for two weeks, until pressure
from friendly countries forced them
to withdraw.

DAYAN WARNSARABS
(Continued from page 1)

the other Arabs that he Is not walk-
ing out on them, not concerning
himself merely with the Sinai.

“The coming period in the
negotiations will be affected by the
impact of events around us, and that
won't make things any easier or any
simpler." Dayan said.

The events in Iran would also in-

fluence Israel's stance in the
negotiations:
a Israel would have to be more
careful now to ensure that it had "a
proper substitute" for the oil wells ft

would lose in the Sinai.
• ••lararel would be more cir-
cumspect towards • "the kind of
regimes that depend On one man —

'

whether Jordan, Egypt or Saudi

Arabia." Peace would need to be
built on a "nation-to-nation” basis,

or, as in the case of Jerusalem, on
the basis of relations between In-

dividuals of the two nations.

• Israel's self-defence con-
siderations would become even more
crucial. These dictated more Israeli

settlements In the Jordan Valley,
and more settlers in the existing

settlements. There were "too few"
at the moment. The settlements
there should be sited "in a more
compact way.” The same applied,

Dayan said, "to the Gaza Strip and
Samaria...We have to think seriously

about where we are going to be.

about the shape of the country and
how we are going to defend
ourselves. This Is the only answer I
know, and I believe the majority of

the country (supports it). We just
have to stay along the Jordan River,

and in the Golan and in Gaza."
Dayan said that, just as Israel

must realize that events in the region
"make it much more difficult” for
Sadat to conclude the peace treaty,

so too Sadat must realize that these
same events mean for Israel the
need to face up to “new challenges."
While praising the U.S. role in the

negotiations, Dayan fa!u}ted
Washington- fpr failing - to .support
Israel's actions against the FLO in

Lebanon. vNo one else will take care
of us — and that includes the UN."
Dayan said. "The UNIFIL con-
tingents were sent by their countries
with the best of motivations. But
they can’t provide a proper defence
for us."

Israel for its part was "more than
willing, if the U.S. asks us, directly
or indirectly, tor any kind of
partnership in the region...to help
them (the Americans) carry out
their policy in this part of the
world," even though that policy was
not always Identical with Israel's

own. Israel saw Itself as "part of a
bigger party — the western world,"
and as such was ready to play Its

role.

D^urv n'JiQO'O miDTvD
Jerusalem JYmphony Orchestra

GARY BEBTINI CHIEF CONDUCTON ft MUSICAL DIHECTOR TfiTWnnwwinxin 'fnu

Jerusalem Theatre

“Family” Musical Matinee
Concert No. 2
Thursday, January 25, 1979, 4.30 p.m.

Conductor: David Shallon
Soloists: teracha Eden and Alexander Tamir,
duo pianists

Programme: Saint-Saens: Carnival des Animaux
Moiissorgsky-Ravel : Pictures from an Exhibition

Tickets: Jerusalem Theatre (Tel. 67167) 4-8 p.m., and agencies.

Tour VaaLeh
Attention South African Visitors

Tour Vu’aieb Ally&h and Absorption Department
World Zionist Organli&Uon In conjunction with the

Sooth African Zionist Federation
cordially Invite

SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISTS

to visit CARMIEL
Israel's fastcal growing development town in toe Galilee and the KIRYAT YAM
ABSORPTION CENTRE, and meet with new settler* and communal leaders.
A bun Will leave the Tel Aviv Municipality. Klkar Malchei Israel commencing
Tuesday, December 19, 1978 at 8 a.m., and henceforth every following Tuesday,
returning to Tel Aviv at approximately 1 p.m. Advance registration: South
African Zionist Federation. 3 Rehov Druyanov, Tel Aviv. TcL 03-290131 iMyrai.

The tour is FREE. Lunch, which is optional en route, is available a l a self-service
.restaurant at the participant's expense.

Tourists from Iran
are Invited to a PANEL DISCUSSION IN PERSIAN at the Park
Hotel, Rehov Hayarkon, Tel Aviv, tonight, Wednesday, January
24, at 8.30 p.m,

to meet with delegates from the Jewish Agency, Tour Va’aleh,
for an evening of questions and answers.

UK paralysed

by blizzard,

rail strike
LONDON (UPI). — Striking
locomotive drivers shut down
Britain’s railroads for the third time
in aweek yesterday, and hundreds of

schools were closed for the second
straight day in a still mounting wave
ot strikes that has brought the
British economy close to paralysis.

A blizzard, described by
weathermen as the worst to blanket
the country In 15 years, blocked
highways, closed airports, played
havoc with bus and subway services
and added to the misery of tens of

thousands of commuters struggling
to work.
London commuters simply aban-

doned the effort to get to work and
stayed away. Moat stores and offices

were manned only by skeleton staffs.

Downtown streets were- almost as
deserted as on a public holiday.
The shutdown of British Rail, the

state-run railroad network, to be
followed by still another tomorrow,
by the 26,000 train drivers, tied up
the strike-plagued nation, even
before it had recovered from a 24-

hour walkout on Monday for higher
pay by 1.5 million low-paid workers.
They included ambulance crews,

hospital cleaners, porters and
kitchen staffs, street cleaners and
garbage collectors, public car park
guards, gravediggers, crematorium
workers and sewer workers.
Although the* walkout should have

ended early yesterday, thousands of
strikers — who demand a 40 per cent
pay hike on their average £45 a week
pay — stayed off the job. Their un-

ions threatened continued "guerrilla

action" of lightning walkouts design-

ed to make life as disagreeable as
possible for the rest of the country.
Most of London’s 3,000 striking

ambulance crew members returned
to the job yesterday — but only to

answer emergency calls.

But in Liverpool 800 ambulance
men decided not to resume normal
working unless they are paid for

Monday’s walkout.
Prime Minister James Callaghan

and senior cabinet ministers met
yesterday to review the crisis.

Government officials said they
decided once again not to proclaim a
state of emergency, arguing It would
not increase food supplies and might
aggravate the situation.

But the London "Evening News"
said a state of emergency may be
proclaimed today.

(ConUau«d from page 1)

racial and, ultimately, political
problems such as the sensitive issue
of settlement.
In a discussion with The Post,

Glass elaborated on the options fac-
ing his commission.
The first is not to do anything that

radically affects the status quo. This
would be the least desirable
(although not the most improbable)
decision as far as the Israelis of

Arad, Dimona, and Mltzpe Ramon
and the Blacks themselves are con-
cerned.
An alternative is to remove the

. Black's from their congested'
quarters and disperse them
thrOaghbut^Israel.- But this. too. is •

unacceptable to the group as it does
not take into account their com-
munal life style.

A third possibility is to deport
them from Israel. This is the least

probable option as expulsion would
almost certainly provoke protests
here and abroad. "As a Jew, I find it

difficult to accept that our people
who suffered for generations
because they were a strange minori-

ty would behave in such a fashion,"
says Glass.
The final option is to give the Black

Hebrews the agricultural settlement
they first asked tor In 1971.

The Post has learned that the

Glass Commission is In fact likely to

recommend this. Glass himself is

said to have reached an agreement
with sect leader Ben-Ami Carter
that, in exchange for the establish-

ment of a settlement, and the rlghte
and privileges of Israeli residency.
Carter would guarantee that no new
members would be allowed to join

the group.
Underlying the commission's ap-

proach is an acute awareness of the
racial ramifications of the problems,
which transcend Israel's borders
and affect relations between the
Black and Jewish communities in

the U.S.
The Israeli government's position
— or lack of one — has prompted
charges of discrimination and
racism by the Black Hebrews and
their American supporters. The
deportation of illegal Immigrants
and the harassment of innocent
Black tourists who were suspected of
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The making of a terrorist

Mickey Hennsey, 62, Ontario member of Parliament, takes a
breather between rounds during a three-round match with a 38-year-

old columnist from the “Toronto Sun.” Hennsey, who boxed in the

1936 Olympics, had challenged writer Claire Hoy to the match after

Hoy called all politicians “jerks” in bis column. ajPiieirphnun

Scattered fighting continues

in portions of Cambodia
BANGKOK (AP). — Units of the
toppled Cambodian regime con-
tinued to put pressure on a Viet-
namese garrison in the country's se-
cond largest city, Battambang, and
staged some raids in the vicinity.of
the capital. Phnom Penh, reliable
Thai and western sources said
yesterday.

The sources said that Battam-
bang, a northwestern provincial
capital, was In the hands of the Viet-

namese and the size of the Cambo-
dian forces near the city was not
known. The fighting near Phnom
Penh, the sources said, appeared to

be on a limited scale, possibly quick
raids by small units.

There were sketchy reports of

some of the attacks coming from the

direction of Takeo to the south of

Phnom Penh, where fighting also

had been reported. But Thai sources
said that there were indications of

Cambodian attacks against sections

of Highway 5, which leads out of

Phnom Penh to the northwest.
Both the Cambodian resistance

and the new regime in Phnom Penh

.

yesterday used reports by inter-

national media to back up their

propaganda stands.

The mysterious remote-controlled

explosion tiTat killed. All Salamch In

Beirut on Monday aitemoon remov-

ed a major leadqr from the ranks of

the Palestinian terrorist
organizations.

News of his death, foreign sources

reported, caused near-panic among
terrorist leaders Jn Lebanon and
among delegates attending the stor-

my closing session of the Palestine

National Council meeting in

Damascus. Fatah leader and PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat was
reportedly visibly shaken by the kill-

ing of his personal security expert

and close friend.

The elegant, high-living terrorist,

married to a Lebanese beauty queen
and often dubbed “Arafat’s playboy

cop,” was, so to speak, born into the

business.
His father was Hassaq Salaraeh,

the infamous Palestinian gang
leader in the disturbances of 1936-

1939. Together with the mufti of

Jerusalem, Haj Amin el-Hussefni.

Salaraeh fled to Nazi Germany in

1940 via Iraq. The Germans
parachuted him back into the coun-
try In October 1944 in an attempt to

reorganize Arab resistance to- the

British and the Yishov. He died in a
'battle with the IDF in 1948.

His father's death had special im-

portance to All Salameh. He once
told an English-language Beirut

weekly: “I grew up in a family

which considered struggle a matter
of heritage. When my father fell as a
martyr, Palestine was handed over
to my care, so to speak."
Born near Lod in 1940, Salameb

grew up in Cairo and was educated
at the Sorbonne in Paris. He joined

the Fatah after the 1967 war and soon
became Us "finance minister,"
reportedly amassing considerable

personal wealth In the course of his

work. Later, under the code-name
Abu Has9an, he headed the group’s
espionage department and in the

early 1970s took charge of the “Black
September" group that was created
after King Hussein killed hundreds

of Palestinians and drove th
terrorists out of Jordan.
Salamch is credited with the nu

ning ot a long list of terroristaeff*
These include the dispatching „
bombs to Israeli diplomats
Jewish figures abroad, the hijaekin
of the Sabena jet to Lod ta May™*?
the slaughter at Lod Airport (led bU
jailed Japanese Red Army terrorJ
Kozo Okamoto) later that month, tS
murder of 11 Israeli athletes at
Munich Olympics in September
and the November 1971 murder t
Jordanian Premier Wasfi Tel u
Cairo.
In 1973 it was widely reported that

in the search for SaJameh, 1^^
agents mistakenly killed the wron*
man — a Moroccan waiter caliM

Ahipad Bouchikl —in the Norwegian
resort town of Llllehammer. Tjw
death of Mahmoud Hamsharl, the

PLO representative in Paris in q.
tober 1972 — killed by a boah
triggered by a telephone signal —
also moved Salaxneh to step up jj.

personal security precautions.

He was a shadowy figure

shunned publicity, preferring neap .

anonymity to cloak his activities. Re
Is believed to have regularly chan*
ed cars, apartments and daily

routines so as to avoid the risk of an

attack like the one that killed him n
Monday.
After the 1973 war Salameh

became the FLO'S chief security of.

fleer in Lebanon, responsible largely
for counter-espionage and tracing

enemy agents who had infiltrated

the organization, as well as for
Arafat’s personal security. He was
also in charge of the war Fatah wag.
ed against Iraqi officials and
diplomats In the summer of 197a

. following the killing of plq
representatives in England, France
and Kuwait.
The death of All Salameh will

doubtless force other PLO leaders ta

tighten their personal security
measures. But it remains to be seen
whether they will grasp the fact that

terror is a double-edged sword.

How Rosalynn Garter met mass murder suspect

CHICAGO (Reuter). — The U.S.
Secret Service yesterday was check-
ing into a security lapse which allow-
ed president Jimmy Carter's wife
Rosalynn to be photographed with
John Gacy, who has been accused of
one of the worst mass murders in
U.S. history.

The "Chicago Sun-Times '' on Mon-
day published a picture of Mrs.
Carter shaking hands with Gacy at a

A SETTLEMENTFOR THE CULT?
planning to join the sect have fuelled
anti-Israel sentiment in the
American media, which have
generally portrayed the Black
Hebrews as a harmless group who
want to exercise their rights as Jews
and live in Israel.

The government Is sensitive to the
nuances of the problem in the U.S.
and Glass has met with
representatives of American Jewish
organizations as part of his com-
mission's inquiry.
Bernard Resnlkoff, the local

representative of the American
Jewish-^Committee, says "It is
proper for a sovereign state to think
through the international im-
plications of its decisions."

In Israel, sympathy for the plight
of the sect has been diminished by
their steadily mounting demands for
the privileges of legal residence
without a willingness to assume the
concomitant obligations.

It seems clear that the Black
Hebrews are not Interested In ser-

ving in the army, attending govern-
ment schools, paying taxes, or
abiding by public health regulations.
Several Israeli officials inter-

viewed by The Post say that they
suspect criminal behaviour within
the secretive cult, doubt their loyalty
to the state and would like to see
them deported immediately.
Glass, who opposes expulsion,

mentions the legal problem that this

would create. "Many of the Black
Hebrews have unilaterally renounc-
ed their American citizenship and
have destroyed their passports in

certain cases. Technically, they are

stateless and expulsion begs the

question, 'Where to?*"
Not back to the United States. At

least not the 66 sect members who
ha\'e formally renounced their
American citizenship at the U.S. em-
bassy in Tel Aviv. (Destroying,
passports is irrelevant and insuf-

ficient for forfeiting citizenship. Ac-
cording to a senior consular official

at the embassy, the United States is

not at all reluctant to take back
anyone who has not renounced his

citizenship.)

But the stateless blacks are

Israel's problem. This raises the
question: Why should the host coun-
try be responsible for keeping an
alien who remains in the country il-

legally and decides to relinquish his

citizenship?
According to the consular official,

the U.S. embassy sees the problem
of the Black Hebrews as "an internal

matter” which Israel must solve.

The embassy can only act as an in-

termediary In bringing some of the
complaints of the group to the atten-

tion of the Israeli authorities, said

-

the official. . .

The official acknowledged that the
embassy does keep in touch with the
group — a consular officer
periodically visits them In Dimona
— but only because "It Is a sizable
concentration of Americans living in
Israel."

One aim of the visits to Dimona Is

to investigate appeals by U.S.
citizens that family members have
left home and may be living with
Black Hebrews in Israel.

WHILE THE Glass Commission has
been thorough in investigating the
group's relations with the surroun-
ding communities and the inter-

national dimensions of the problem,
it has not shown an equal in-

terest in probing the Black Hebrews’
internal affairs.

Glass believes that allegations of
bizarre cult behaviour, harsh dis-

cipline, and cruelty to members are
largely unfounded. The committee is

also not interested in investigating
the personal backgrounds of tbe
Blacks.
Yet there are those, aware of the

Glass Commission's readiness to
consider a settlement as a solution,
who are opposed to such a step.
The fear that isolating the Black

Hebrews in a desert settlement
would only further remove them
from the scrutiny of public
authorities, making it more difficult

to control their conduct. As in the
U.S.. so among these officials as
well, the spectre of what happened In

Jonestown. Guyana has had an im-
pact.

,

But Glass feels differently. "I am

not in favour of comparisons with
Guyana." he says. "That kind of talk

can only reinforce such a process."

Moreover, others note, there are
similar sects within Judaism, and
nobody is suggesting that these are
potentially dangerous groups."

If the Black Hebrews are given
their own settlement the state will be
quite capable of controlling wh&t
goes on inside, he says.
.If the settlement proposal is

adopted, each member or family
.would be interviewed before being
issued an identity card, ."if anyone
does wish ta leave the group or has
complaints about mistreatment, that

would be the time to act," Glass
says. He adds that any solution
would have to Include an
"educational programme" as well,

without elaborating.
Glass is also not specific about the

group's practice of polygamy. He
asserts that if they became citizens
“the Black Hebrews would be sub-
ject to the state's laws, unless the
laws were changed to adapt to the
group's practices."

The commission has apparently
already concluded its inquiry.
Within a few weeks it will submit its

recommendations to the Minister of
Interior.

Certainly it is faced with a dilem-
ma. A recommendation for a settle-

ment would open a hornet's neat of
problems. There would be criticism
from various quarters about such
allocation of land and resources.
There would be fears about isolation
of a strange cult. There would be
serious questions of permitting a
group to live In Israel which In its in-

ternal behaviour contravenes the
law — as in the practice of polygamy
— and the general mores of the
society, however widely defined.

This, of course, has been the case
until now. because of government in-

decisiveness. With a settlement, the
government would officially sanc-
tion the cult and Its behaviour
patterns.
And if, as some officials suspect,

the moderate political tone adopted
by the group in the last few months is

Only an expedient ruse to help ad-

private reception here last May
Yesterday the paper published a se-

cond picture of them.
A Secret Service spokesman said

an advance security check of
- Democratic Party workers invited

:

had failed to disclose that Gacy had i

served 18 months In jail in 1968, for

sodomy. He was charged this month !

with the murder of seven youths and
1

has confessed to killing 25 others, ac-

cording- to police.

vance the settlement aim, then
would also be considerable political

embarrassment for Glass, the com-

mission and the government. If after

,

the aim was achieved. Black Hebrew
leaders would in future again be

tempted to resume their chargee
1

against the State and the legitimacy

of Zionism. . ; 2
On the other hand, the comndsdnt

certainly feels the pressure of the'

residents of Dimona and Ar^ yhp

want the Blacks removed. Tfeyitf!

no longer permit the Minisb? of

Interior to pursue its favourite to

nothing poUcy.
' ;

And -^Jeels the presauge^
~ Blacks, who” also fmdtheir ml
. circumstances intolerable »,

Plainly therefore the question jit

the Black Hebrews can no longerht

Ignored. The government will be

compelled to deal with it tit Be

highest level. _ . ^ r
r':

Oddly, however, it will btiwifW
upon to consider granting mippwi

and legitimacy to a cult wttfdt

shares the fundament*!
characteristics — as listed only.tfci

week in the "New York Times".— of

most cults now under lucrewin*

suspicion in the U.S.:
1. They have a charismatic leader

who says he has been given new. ex-

clusive revelations about God ®
reality. Those who do not believe an

considered not only wrong, but <r»H-

2. The leader creates a family, oft®

a communal living arrangement.

Members often take new name*

when they join and sever ties with

their families.
3. The leader sets absolute rules, not

necessarily following them himself-

4. The group has an apocalyptic

world view, in which moral rules

may be discarded in the service of

the leader.
5. Certain behaviour-control techni-

ques are practised, usually in a set-

ting Isolated from the outside *wW-
Members see the techniques as &

religious regimen. Outsiders cal'

them brainwashing.
The oddity is the price the present

government will have to pay for tl*

failures of its predecessors — but Dr-

Burg, the Interior Minister, will not

have even- such an excuse.
(This is the concluding article is Ho*

fire-part series.)

... and you ’Jl easily discover why.
When you first take the wheel of an
ALFA ROMEO you’ll be in for a
surprise. Perhaps for the first time
in your driving career you’ll

experience a pleasing sense of

serenity, a feeling of absolute peace
of mind, and you will find yourself
driving and arriving completely
relaxed.

For you and your fellow drivers on
the highroad know pretty wel), there
is no need for an ALFA ROMEO to

display, and often at great risk, who
goes fastest. A gentle touch on the
pedal, and you are off at lightning

speed.
So, you may well forget about
driving under stress and strain, for

you are driving an Alfa Romeo, the
car you can trust, the car that
stands for all-round beauty and _

performance, the car thafs chosen
the-worid over by dynamic and
successful people -the people with
drive.

Peoplewithdrive
drive Alfa Romeo
The ALFA ROMEO range
for your choice:
ALFASUD tl. ALFETTA 1.6
ALFETTA 1.8 ALFETTA

L ALFETTA 2000 GTV

Kafris Ltd. Tel Aviv: 19 Derech Petach Tlkva. Tel. 623441 Haifa: 98 Perec* Ha'atonm. Tel. 526553 Jerusalem: TlpTop, 3 Recfaov
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is; ;cs - as hsEfflEfhe financial world here. “We may
c ‘New York Tfflheading for a gigantic fall.’’ LOCAL INDUSTRY 1s in an even
? now under U^ihof America is owed well over worse state. Th^ big Melli shoe com-
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?r ^reai'esafa*nt still has large reserve* of will stop when the money runs out.

iivinc efl*?eign exchange. -The finance Such situations exist all around the

minister said that reports they had
sunk below $Bb. were “ridiculous.**
However, foreign bankers here es-

timate them at about $7b. to $8b..
down from $11. fib. But the question is

-academic. Even if oil exports are
resumed at full scale — an im-
possibility due to deterioration of oil

wells since they were shut down —
bankers expect reserves to sink to
$5b. by March 20, the start of the Ira-

nian new year.
This is dangerously low, con-

sidering the country's obligations,
one banker said.

IRAN HAS contracted for military
goods and services worth $9b. from
the U.S. alone over the next three
years. Normally, it buys another
$6b. worth of American goods and
services' as well every year,
although in the present situation this

is likely to fall sharply.

If the political impasse continues,

K^orews can nclgtiy government.

-

T*:e gcvernm«^haae anp Manufacturer's
:o "eal w,“

‘nover. plus Swiss and German
,

...nka, are in trouble to a leaser
-.j,wever. ^ E

vree. But no one ia giving new
insider granngCffljr • . .

ir icy to a ^'The Turkiah situation is. peanuts
:hc funSpared tb'.fhia," said one Insider,

is; ;cs - as l^She financial world here. “We may
{ 'New YorkTm^dfiig for a gigantic fall."

3 now unoer America ia owed well over

in : r.e v.’.S. : am., more than half of it in ahqrt-

svu a charlMtfm money. In addition it has some
-,c ha 5 been gfa'm. in term loans; flOOm. tied up in

?vebt*ons atwal.ustrial credits ,
1 and |80m. in

•cse wno donoi^ernment credits.

i nc-i only tt-nfflj-'.’echnically speaking, the. goyern-

jor -reaies a ft^nt still has large ' reserves of

.7 -, iivinc arraseign exchange. .The finance
"

7f.en take ^ —
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E BBVERGE OF THE FDfS

iersetsabsonw non, Herbert Lem, Robert Webber, '.

to® Burt. Kwok. Writtee; produced, end
has an Srscted by ; Blake Edward*. (Orly

which KSatre, Tel Artv) :

i*faraed INSPECTGR- ciouseaa
....rodjiiyed by the inimitable Peter

eCs) haa at least as many Uvea.as.
;r.:.i'".jsca. and returnsto titesersen with a
ed -.ru.-n -i* wardrobe of

:

outrageous dish

s-.'C ** n5^eB * ** h* ^trmps, trips,, bungles
rcg:»'!'-M - karate. chops his way' through
r -.i : -'n,r^ ... Revenge of the Pink Panther.

"

:s ‘-v P ..pijla enemies have multiplied since

n; -^iTJast saw. him In. ‘The Return of
;•.= prfdece~jpiPink Panther.” ElnemyNnmber
inii.’r:or , formerChiefIaapectorDreyfUS
s . in an e-sC ^bert Lorn); though safely tuck- -

i :'a«f,n-° “ way in an Insane aaylmn; la pfen-

- rn > J.

a comeback.
'

“• ' *l^ i' Paris, a formidable gang of
" dn smugglers is busy ..master-

.

'

OMt _ Jding CSouseau'sc assassination.
Pkidppe -Douvier (Robert

;

Wl Jmk 1B>her) , <t suave French
WjV Honaire. and his business
IBB Relates — who together make iip

tffg *
1French Connectioin" — are

ermined to- do
. away, with

^faeau to prove tothe Godfather in

j.tH 'ab. #1 York theirAmerican Connec-
I— ikat they are still worththeir

puaean,' known_as .the most; in-
rid and Imaginative detective of
ern times, takes the . bait and

A _

Peter Sellers as Inspector
douseau.

Comic cat
CINEMA

. . Ruth Arlella Broyde

agrees to a midnight rendezvous
with the French Connection on a
deserted country road.
In a last-minute mlxup, the

trademark of all of the Pink
Panther's madcap adventures,
Clouseau Is saved and a transvestite

parollee wanted by the police is the

country. The steel mill complex at
Isfahan Is on strike, and another
strike In the coal industry is

threatening to close the blast fur-

naces because of the shortage of
coal. This will do major damage to

the furnaces and it will be years
before they can be rellned and
started again.
The oil industry, the key to the

economic health of the whole
system, has deteriorated sharply
since workers went around shutting
down- wells. They have agreed to
reopen to supply domestic needs, but
not to export until the political

system collapses.
Meanwhile, the wells are being

affected by sedimentation which,
when it gets had enough, means that
well casings will have to be pulled
out and replaced. This would require
the reimportation of foreign
technicians, whose removal from the
acene has been one of tbe key
demands of oil workers.

BRITISH EXPERTS believe that
Iran can get production hack up to
4m. barrels per day without foreign
help. The figure had been 6.5m.
barrels per day. But others are more
sceptical that even this figure can be
reached, if and when the oil workers
agree to start exporting again.

The situation Is equally chaotic on
the domestic - financial scene. Tbe
government is suffering a severe li-

quidity crish^ with the Central Bank
not functioning properly and people
ranging from businessmen to or-

dinary souls hoarding what money
they have and not putting it back into
the system.
Tbe government has printed f?0m.

worth of money, and cut reserve re-

quirements oflocal hanksby roughly
10 per cent to ease the crisis. But
businessmen remain wary of the
banking system, particularly with
the government Bhaky and strikers
calling for nationalization, not only
of Iranian but also foreign banks.
Bankers here are hoping for a

quick resolution of the political
crisis. If the government of Prime
Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar lingers
on, they say, the situation will only
get worse. -

victim.

When Clouseau learns that
everyone believes him dead, he
decides to remain in hiding, deter-
mined to track down the men who
plotted his murder. He- Is aided by
the voluptuous, honey-blonde
Simone (Dyan Cannon), Douvler's
ex-secretary and ex-mistress, intent
an her-own revenge.
Meanwhile Dreyfus, released from

the insane asylum, and reinstated as
chief inspector, is delirious with joy
until he is asked to deliver the eulogy
at his rival's funeral, one of the most
hilarious scenes In the film.

Clouseau's faithful Chinese
houseboy, Kato (Burt Kwok), never
more than a karate chop away, also
savours his moment of glory when he
learns his boss has died. He converts
Clouseau's apartment Into an orien-

tal broihel.

AS EVER, De-Patie Freleng's open-
ing and closing animated sequences
and Henry Manclnl’s popular theme
song are perfect bobkends for Blake
Edwards' fifth Instalment, of the
Pink. Panther. Though Edwards
abandoned comedy for slapstick,

with the demolishing of furniture
probably one of the film's greatest
expenditures, Peter Sellers’ fake
French accent has remained as
phoney as ever, and one can only
hoge that this “cat" will live to 120.

*r.

President Yitzhak N&von with Moahe Rivlia, Chairman, Keren Kajumeth Le-lsrael and Harris D. Oulko, Ex-

ecutive Vtee-PreskteRt .at JNF Canada from whan the Pwkhtnt received a special otive wood HanuUtia made
from trees in the GaUlee whose roots date back to Talmudic times. Similar Hanukkiot will be presented to the

donors of the dew-:‘G alii Canada" project now being undertaken by the JNF of Canada (or the establishment of

several new Settlements in the Central GaUlee. Also shown Is Mrs. Oulko. (Cnmmunlratlrd)

Rout of gout
A DOCTOR'S NOTEBOOK/Dr. David Samson
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I HAVE written before about
medical problems which require dai-
ly treatment for the rest of a
patient's life, although he may never
have experienced any ill-effecta

from the underlying condition —
"treatment before symptoms.”
Fifty-year-old Michael Lev is one

ofmy patients who is on such regular
therapy and he leads an absolutely
normal life. But I still remember
quite clearly the only time, several
years ago. when he did have symp-
toms from his underlying condition,
gout..

Michael woke up suddenly In the
middle or the night with an exquisite
pain in the big toe of his left foot. It
was red, swollen and extremely
tender to the touch. In addition, he
felt nauseated, hot and shivery.
When I saw him early the next

morning, the story of what had
happened and my examination made
me suspect that this was an acute at-

tack of gout, and I immediately
prescribed a- drug known to have a
specific beneficial action In this
situation.

Within a few hours his symptoms
began to markedly subside and
laboratory tests confirmed that he
did. indeed, have gout. The results
also suggested that it would be worth
putting him on dally treatment aim-
ed at preventing any further such at-,

tacks.

ALTHOUGH many people associate
gout with indulgent life styles, the
condition i9 not uncommon in people
leading somewhat more humdrum
lives. Middle-aged men are the com-
monest age group affected.
Untreated, gout can lead to a

progressive crippling disease of the
joints and can cause severe kidney
damage. Fortunately, recent
medical advances have radically
changed all this, and with modern
treatment the disabling and disfigur-
ing complications of gout are now
almost a thing of the past.
Symptoms of gout can arise If the

level of a substance called uric acid
increases significantly in the blood
stream. Because of this build-up,
some of the uric acid may
precipitate out of the blood, in the

form of tiny crystals. Into a Joint, the
big-toe being a particularly
"popular" site.

It is this, and the inflammatory
reaction which promptly ensues,
that Is responsible for the features of
an acute attack of gout. Without
therapy the attacks may become
more frequent, affecting several
joints and, eventually, a progressive
painful arthritis may set in. Uric
acid may also be deposited,
sometimes visibly, in soft tissues
and in the kidneys, leadingto further
disability.

NORMALLY, we all produce a cer-
tain amount of uric acid in our
bodies, either as a breakdown
product of purines, derived from cer-
tain foods, or from other chemical
processes. People with a tendency to
develop gout produce either too
much uric acid or fail to get rid of It

quickly enough through the kidneys,
or both. This allows higher levels of

uric acid than normal to build up in
the blood.
Heredity is believed to be responsi-

ble. too, but otherwise the reason for
the uric acid Increase is still not well
understood.
Certain drugs are known to cause

this to happen and doctors have to be
careful in prescribing such drugs to
gout patients. They may even have
to give anti-gout treatment to non-
gout patients while they are on Buch
treatment, to prevent an acute at-
tack.
Drugs that can treat the acute at-

tacks have been available for a long
time, but these in themselves, do not
prevent subsequent attacks. Other
drugs which work by increasing the
rate of uric acid excretion via the
kidneys do that, and certainly these
usually have a beneficial, if
somewhat unpredictable, effect on
the course of the disease.
Since the early 1960s. though there

has been a revolution In the treat-
ment of gout with the discovery of
the drug allopurinol, which prevents
the production of uric acid in the
body by neatly blocking Its synthesis
at an essential point.

Allopurinol Is generally a very
safe treatment and its advent haa all

Dire warning against

corruption of Hebrew
By BENNY MORRIS/Jerusalem Post Reporter

POET Moshe Ater warned Sun-
day that if the Hebrew language con-
tinues to decline at its present rate,

through angllcization and other
forms of corruption, real Hebrew
will become a "Sabbath language"
of prayer and esoteric theology.
English, he said, will be the

parlance of .'the country's upper
class, while Arabic would he spoken
by the lower classes, thus hardening
class differences along linguistic

lines.

Dr. Ater was speaking to a gather-
ing of Hebrew-language enthusiasts

at the president's residence yester-

day. Vaunting muscular as well as
flowery prose, he berated the
assimilation by the Israeli street of
such words as "hello," "okay,"
“fashlo, " and "chance."

President Yitzhak Navon, no mean
Hebraist himself, though somewhat
easier on the archaisms, did not con-

cur with Ater's vision of a linguistic

Armageddon. "Haven't you heard
that Israeli pupils find English ex-
tremely difficult," he chided the
previous speaker.

Nor should we fear the revival of

Ladlno and Yiddish as Ater seemed
to, said Navon. "This Isn't the 1920s

and we are no longer fighting a 'war
of languages'," he argued, referring
to the quarrel in the Ylshuv in which
educators struggled over the
teaching of high school sciences in

Hebrew.
But Navon also attacked the flood

of angliclBxns penetrating every
walk of Israeli life. "Many are com-
pletely unnecessaxy," he said. "Why
must a shop be called 'Boutique
Adam and Eve' instead of ‘Boutique
Adam Veh&va’?" he asked.
Nevertheless, many words

adopted from foreign tongues are
natural and necessary, he stressed.

No language can prosper in Isola-

tion.

Navon was more critical of lapses
In diction and correct pronunciation
among the public. "Somehow our
reish is swallowed up as it curls
about the tongue and emerges from
between the teeth. Our alephs and
heys, through laziness, emerge gar-
bled and indistinct," he fumed. But
the worst offences, by far, were, com-
mitted upon the guttural tiets and
ayina.
Ashkenazi Jews, he asserted,

mode no effort to assimilate correct

pronunciations. And the country's
. oriental Jews, who were raised to the
purple in this respect, now affect

“incorrect" Ashkenazi pronun-
ciations.

Navon defined two causes for this
phenomenon. Firstly, the gutturals
are identified with our region's
Arabs, who are. the cquntry.'s
enemies; who wants to sound like

one's enemy?. (Navon also said that
for this reason, as well, the mediano
longer broadcast Eastern European
tunes and songs — as they are con-
sidered political enemies.)
"We are in the East hut ourhearts,

culturally, are in the West," said
Navon, paraphrasing the famous
Yehuda Halevi line. "Culturally we
want to he part of the West."
Thus, when Jews of oriental

backgrounds rise In social and
economic status, the first thing they
do is drop their 'bets' and 'ayins' In

an attempt to blur their origins. "It's

pateti" (pathetic), said Navon,
grasping at a hated angllclsm. No
one in the audience, composed of

some 100 Hebraists and educators,
could supply tbe president with an
appropriate Hebrew substitute.

"We are returning to our origins—
and our origins are in the Middle
East. The Sephardi way of pronoun-
cing the Hebrew language Is the cor-

rect one." Navon declared.
Navon was followed by the Educa-

tion Ministry's Greek-born director-

general, Ellezer Shmuell, who spoke
of the importance of the country's
schools In inculcating correct
Hebrew. "To a great extent our
teachers hold the key to the future of

our language," he said.

Contradicting Ater, Shmuell
asserted that the Hebrew spoken In

Israel today Is better than that com-
mon here thirty years ago. "The
Hebrew of our high school graduates
is better, more flexible, more useful

than that which was spoken and
known by my generation of school
leavers," said Shmuell. We should
cease to continuously correct our
pupils' Hebrew, he said, for they
revitalize the language.
A comic Interlude occurred when

Shmueli asserted that a half million
Israeli parents had not finished
elementary school. Navon inter-

jected: "Neither had our parents,"
and Shmueli swiftly retorted: “Yes,
but look where we are, you a Presi-

dent and me...”

An inferior contract

BRIDGE/Ueorge E. Levfnrew

THERE IS a special problem for
duplicate players in today's deal.
What 1 unusual tactics should be used
by the declarer, when he landed in an
inferior contract? The deal occurred
in a pair game at the recent World
Olympiad as reported by the South
Africa "Bridge Bulletin."
N — S vul.

North

West
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+ It 049

-O AQ5
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South
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*

North
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4 4

(lj Some playera today axe not

averse to bidding one no trump even
though they hold a five-card major

(2) Forcing Stay-man

The heart queen waa the opening

lead. Declarer took stock. He waa
competing against a slam surely bid

at other tables. But he; could do

nothing about that. He was also com-
peting, since the game was top-

bottom, against a game bid in no

trump at other tables. At least 11

tricks would be made, In all probabili-

ty. The declarer was headed for a very
poor score unless he found a way to

make two overtricks. Declarer con-

sidered normal play of the spade suit

to lead low to the queen after winning

the ace. With the hope that this was a

losing tactic he decided to play against

the field. He won the opening heart

lead with the king In dummy and led a

small spade to tbe nine which held. He
then played the ace and lost only one

trick, making 12 tricks in all for a
70per cent score on the deal. His score

was good since some players In a slam
were set playing spades in the normal
way, and some In a game contract in

spades or no trump did not make two
overtricks. A rubber bridge player

would not be concerned about over-

tricks as long as his contract was
assured.
Good tactics may at times overcome

the handicap of an Inferior contract.

HORSE EXERCISE
> AT HOME.

Xorde-dtetioju*

Saddles

te'ilsJ

HKtOMALL.'r omm *
B.M. TBE PRIMESS OF -WALES.

Krr banner OwrtmBfAktrtna

Til ADYAHrA6£S of His UMQUE
SUBSTITUTE fir Uoru-Bidifg ere.'

r It promotes health in tbe same

p: degree that Horse-Riding docs

<• It invigorates the system by -bring-

ing ail tbe VITAL DUGANS into

INSPIRITING ACTION.

> It ads directly upon the CIRCULA-

TION,and prevents STAGNATION
OF THE LIVER.

It ia a complete eon for OBESITY,

HYSTERIA, and flDUT.
*

WaiLBi-’a w nj Mr M few- 1
rm4

fejUofe. nl npHmU mmi Mr
taa bnuh/*

This home exerciser, according to the Victorian advertisement,
cured obesity and hysteria, as well as gout.

but banished the presence of
progressive gouty disease. Previous
dietary restrictions Imposed on gout
sufferers not to eat foods containing
high amounts of purines such as sar-
dines, liver and turkey meat — have
largely been eliminated. Gout suf-

ferers. however, are still usually ad-
vised not to drink excessive amounts
of alcohol or to become overweight,
but this is sensible advice for
everyone.

THE PROLIFERATION of
automated laboratory tests in recent
years has meant that many people
are found, incidentally, to have
hlgher-tban-normal levels of uric

acid In their blood without ever hav-
ing experienced any of the symp-
toms of gout.

The question of whether to start

daily drug treatment in such cir-

cumstances is often a tricky one
because, left untreated, not all such

patients will develop gout. Usually
those with particularly high uric
acid levels are advised to take
regular medication and the others
are re-examined periodically to
check their condition.

Other known cases of gout in the
family may also tilt the balance in

favour of initiating treatment.
So, thanks to modern phar-

macological research, many gout
sufferers now lead completely
symptom-free lives with a condition
which might otherwise have had
devastating effects.

Changed days indeed from the
many and bizarre treatments which

,

physicians of the past prescribed for
gout. One practitioner in the Middle
Ages is known to have recommended
"a fat goose stuffed with chopped
kittens, lard. Incense, wax and flour
of rye.** Thank goodness for
allopurinol.

JERUSALEM -
yesterday

JERUSALEM -
today

. . . modern, growing, changing but ever the

same.
There is no need to miss either the old or the
new!
These books will enable you to find the past and
the present, the many different flavours and
tastes, the changing faces and places.

Carta's Jerusalem
Guide and Map
Two companion volumes, In
separate compartments of a
convenient plastic wallet.

Carta’s Guide: A concise, il-

lustrated handbook of
Jerusalem and surroundings,
with area maps and plans, and
covering Jerusalem's historic
and modern sites.

Bargain price: XLS9.75 (Inch Carta's Map: Large fold-out
VAT). * -

JERUSALEM -
Illustrated

History Atlas
The Illustrated History Atlas
by Martin Gilbert, Fellow of
Merton College, Oxford and Of-
ficial Biographer of Sir
Winston Churchill. Indispen-
sable for every lover of
Jerusalem, contains 66 maps
and 117 photos. See and feel the
millennial history of
Jerusalem. Know her and
you’ll love her. Sought after
and fought over down through

soic distnouior
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aUKPGRgRpUNLD^
& jeRys\L£M W

^uipe oft

ip JanelKaplan. 31
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maps of the entire city and the
city centre.
Both the Guide and the Map are
extensively indexed.

U

Special price IL89L50 (Inch VAT).

UNDERGROUND
JERUSALEM

Find and enjoy all those out-of-'
the-way places, the ones that
you only find by chance or hear
about from a friend. Here they
all are in one book. Time and
again this book will save you

j

time.

Our bargain price only
(Ind.VAT). sole distributor

• Steimatzky’s

Take all three and get to.know the Jerusalem of

yesterday— today the Jerusalem

Available from all offices of

or send this coupon now!

!

To: The Jerusalem Post
F.O,B, 81, Jerusalem

Pleaae send me the book(a) checked below. I have enclosed my
cheque for (including VAT).

CARTA'S JERUSALEM GUIDE AND MAP IL53.75 (Inch
VAT)
JERUSALEM — Illustrated History Atlas IL89.50 (Inch
VAT)
UNDERGROUND JERUSALEM 1L69.00 (Incl. VAT)
ALL of the above for 1L202.25 (Ihcl. VAT)
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TA Maccabi tunes up,

top hoop teams stay ahead
Post Sports Reporter

Tel Aviv Maccabi tuned up for this
week's European Cup match beating1

Holon Hapoel 112-62 . Ramat Gan
Hapoel came from behind to whip
Tel Aviv Elltzur 103-86, and the rest
of the top teams won In this week's
action of the National Basketball
League.
Playing without the aid of top

playmaker Motti Arovestl, who has a
sprained ankle. Tel Aviv Maccabi
once again ran roughshod over
league opposition, thia time picking
on Holon Hapoel. The Maccabiana,
who have a final-round match this
Thursday against Emerson Varese,
ran up a 64-24 first-half lead and
coasted In from there to finish 112-62 .

Mickey Berkowltz led the scoring
parade with 24 points, and Lou Sliver
chipped In with 23.

Second-place Ramat Gan Hapoel
played on Sunday night in Tel Aviv
against last-place Tel Aviv Elltzur
and had trouble getting going in the
first half, trailing 49-40 at the inter-
mission. Ramat Gan ppened up the
second half In a full-court press and
quickly turned the score around, out-
pointing Elltzur 63-37 for the half,
during which Ramat Gan's Steve
Kaplan scored 20 of his game high 24
points.

Tel Aviv Hapoel scraped home 90-

83 on Monday night against Ramat
Gan Maccabi In Shefayim. The game
was fought on even terms for 30
minutes before Tel Aviv managed to
get some breathing space, thanks
mainly to the strong rebounding of
Shxnuel Nahmlas (21 points) and Bob
Fleischer (20).

Israel’s two representatives In the
Korac Cup competition both had un-
convincing victories In games
played at the end of last week. Haifa
Hapoel led most of the way but could
never really shake South Tel Aviv

Ma^Ahl. before winning 88-76.

Howie Lasoff was high man for the
winners with 21 points and played a
strong game under the backboards.
Yagur Ha’emek Hapoel played on

the road in Gan Shmuel against the
local Hapoel club and barely es-
caped with a 74-68 win. Yagur star
Boaz YannaJ was hurt in the early
going, but Ira Harari took up the
slack.

Zn the fight for the eighth and last
playoff spot. Afula Hapoel gained the
upper hand, snatching an 80-76
triumph in the closing seconds
against Tel Aviv Betar. Betar led in
the early going but Afula closed the
gap and took Its first lead, 69-36,

eight minutes into the second half.
Betar then came back and the teams
were deadlocked going into the final

minute. With 12 seconds showing on
the clock and Afula leading 77-70, its

Ariel Porat made one of two foul
shots to make the score 78-76. Betar
then lost the ball on a fast break and
.fouled Porat, who scored the game's
final 2 points. Betar came Into the
game needing only a loss by 3 points
or less to stay ahead of Afula. Thus
the final-second mistake was es-

pecially tragic.

STANDINGS
2. Tel Aviv Maccabi 17— 0 34

2. Ramat Gan Hapoel 16— Z 34

3. Tel Aviv Hapoel 18— 0 33

4. Haifa Hapoel 12— 8 30

5. Yajcur-Ha'emek Hapoel 11— 6 28

6. Holon Hapoel 9— 9 Z7

7. Ramat Gan Maccabi 7—11 tS

8. Afula Hapoel 6—12 24

S. Tel Aviv Betar 6—12 24

10. Gan Shmuel Hapoel 6—12 24

11. S. Tel Aviv Maccabi 2—16 20

12. Tel Aviv Elltzur 2—16 20

(Tel Aviv Maccabi and Yagur
Ha'emek each have a game in

hand.)

I
YOUR interRent CAR
WILL B£ WAITING IN

FRONT OF YOUR HOTEL

That is the kind of service you'll get

from Israel's largest renl-a-CBf

network.

13 rental stations all over the country.

Tel Avfti. 160 Rehov Heyarkon

Tel. 03-240469, 789150. 793111

Jerusalem P"“"
”

—

Tel. 02-232785
Harifa

Tel. 04-845487
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Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
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Ada are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
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TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English 0. A30
Literary Selections. 9.00 Judaism 7.
9-20 Science 6. 9.40 Programme for
kindergarteners. 10.10 English 7.
10.30 Music. 10.30 Science and Nature
for elementary school. 11J0 English
8. 11.30 English 9. 12.00 Literature 7-9.
12.20 English 8. 12.40 Biology 9-10.
13.00 History. 1-3.30 Science 8. 13.40
Math a. 16.00 Programme for
kindergarteners. 16.23 Road Safety
16.33 Programme on the Winter
Olympics. 17.00 Yevtushenko
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES
17.30 A question of time — quiz
18.13 Cartoons
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Behind the Scene — on
Swimmers and Swimming
19.00 From Here and There — new
programme devoted to special sub-
jects
19.27 Programme announcements
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Upstairs
Downstairs. A serial about an upper
class London family In the first
decade of the 20th century: The Path
of Duty i

20.30 Beauty Spot — Uri Dvir
recommends sites and tours In Israel
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Moked
22.05 La Traverse de Paris. A black-
marketeer and his casual acquain-
tance haul two suitcases of pork
across occupied Paris under the eyes
of the French and German Police.
Starring Jean Cabin. Bourvl] and
Louis de Funes.
23.20 Almost Midnight
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.50 Carlsons. 18.00 The Partridge
Family. 16A0 Daniel Boone'(JTV 3).
18.30 French Hour. 19.00 News in
French. 19.30 News In Hebrew. 20.00*
News in Arabic. 20.30 You're only
young twice. 21.10 Centewlal. 22.00
News in English. 22.13* The
American Girl.

* (JTV 6, Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV 3)

ON THE AIR
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TO RENT, furnished flats and rooms for CIRCLE FOR intelligent and educated, 35+.

tourists. Tel. 08-232319. Introductions and home parties. Pleasant at-
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mDHPhere. Tel. 03-264388.

DWELLINGS
PURCHASE/SALE

JERUSALEM SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,

'--rrrrfrrfffffrfufjrjm irrrfrfjtjwmfj .fltereos, furniture liquidations. Tel. 03-

RELIGIOUS TOURISTS! Weekly/monthly 03-864748.

rentals. 1-2 moms. Geula. Tel. 02-246248. Illll III III Nil III Ullllll lllllllllllf II llltllfll lllllf II
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SERVICES

.ROOM. CENTRAL, oeparate entrance, for ||!ll||||MIIIIIIIIIIHIillilllllllllllllllllllll|lllllll

tourists only. Tel. 03-230218. ARABIC — HEBREW — translation, draf-

ting, correspondence,.— publicity material-
HERZLIYA Norma. Tel. 08-443507, 03-248930.

HERZLIYA BET, border Kfar Shmaryahu,

KRSSRJSSJJS SITUATIONS. VACANT
.rn. plot. IL8.800.000. Tel. 03-472344.

ARABIC — HEBREW — translation, draf-

ting. correspondence,.— publicity material.

Norma. Tel. 08-443507, 03-240950.

mm

INSURANCE

BEFORE RENEWING household —
automobile insurance, phone Goshen, Tel. 03-

717611.

MISCELLANEOUS

PILGRIMAGE to Auschwitz for holocaust
survivors. Contact: Holocaust Suurvivora
Public Committee, P.OJB. 1303, Tel Aviv.

CLOSE-UP
AND IN

SHARP FOCUS
THE JERUSALEM

EVERY DAY!

ENGLISH SPEAKING girls wanted for pub
work. Call Tel. 03-451007 after 4 p.m.

ENGLISH TYPIST, call "Danel" 88 Rehov
Gordon, and start working immediately. Top
rates and excellent conditions. TeL 03-222286.

EARN IL378 per day and more for tem-
porary interesting typing Jobs. 2-3 days a
week, half days also acceptable. See us
today! Translators Pool, l Rachel St.. Tel
Aviv, 03-241780. 03-230574 . 6 Yanai St..

Jerusalem. 02.228572. 8a Lotus St., Haifa, 04-

84288.

ASSISTANTS REQUIRED at Bunnyclean.
Must be hardworking and reliable. Call 02-

38685 or 61 Rehov Herzog, Jerusalem.

METAFISLET WANTED for 2 children Iplus

housework i. Katamon Tet. Sunday-
Thursday 12.30-5.00 p.m. Tel. 02-418363.

T.V. & RADIO
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TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day. in
advanced laboratory; special department
for coloured TV’s "Electron." Tel. 03-447030.
03-443136,

Canadian Embassy
requires immediate services of

1.

) Experienced
Accountant

familiar with National Insurance and VAT regulations.

2.

) Dispatcher,
Car Maintenance
Supervisor

to supervise drivers and tradesmen engaged in elec-
trical, plumbing and other maintenance.

Both must be fluent in Hebrew and English. Salary and
„ conditions of work competitive.

Please phone Mr. D. Wright, Tel. 03-228122.

Jerusalem 4, 7 . 9
Arson: Monty Python and the Holy
Grail 7, 9.15; Eden: The Ungiorlous
Bastard ; Edison: Gone with the Wind
4, 8: Habirnh: Mnurlzlo Lucid! ; Mr:
The Silent Partner; Mitchell: The
Snake 7. 9. Wed. also at 4; Orgfl: La
Dentelllere; Orion: Mean Dog Blues
4. 6.50, 9.; Orna: High Amdety; Bon:
Death on the Nile 6.30, 9; Semadar:
Annie Hall 7, 9.15; Small Auditorium
Blnyenel Ha'ooma: Slume in Love 7,

9.15; CSnenia One: 2001: A Space
Odyssey 7, 9.15

Tel Aviv 4-30, 7.15, 9.M
AUenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Short Eyes; Chen: Grease 4.30, 7,

9.30; Cinema One: The DirtyHeroes:
Openia Two: Death on the Nile;

Dekel: 1900 (Part One) 7.10. 1900

(Part Two) 9.30; Drive-In: The Ten
Commandzhents 5.30, Experlenda
Prematrimonial 9.30; Esther: The
Silent Partner 7.15, 9.30. Wed, also at

4.30: Gat: Dona Flor and Her Two
Husbands; Gordon: Blume in Love:
Hod: Mean Dog Blues; Umor: The
Fury; Maxim: The Pocket Lover;
Mograbi: Convoy 4.30, 7.30, 9.30:

Ophlr: Eyes of Laura Mara: Orly:
Revenge of the Pink Panther; Parts:
Sproszek: Peer: Summerfleld;
Bamat Aviv: A Touch of Class 7.15,

9.30, Tues. also at 4.30; Royal:
Decameron No.2 10, 12. 2,4. 7.30, 9.30;

Shahaff: Interiors; Studio: The Good-
bye Girl; Tchelet: The One and Only;
Tel Aviv: The Ungiorlous Bastard;
Tel Aviv Museum: The Lace Maker;
Zafon: Dersu Uzala 4, 6.45, 9.

Haifa 4, 6.45, 9
Amphitheatre: Lea Vaiseuses; Ar-
mon: Coma; Atzraon: The
Ungiorlous Bastard; Chen: Grease 4,
6.30, 9: Galor: The People that Time
Forgot 10, 2. 7, 1 Want Him Dead 12, 4.‘

9; Miron: Night Desires: Moriah:
The Goodbye Girl 6.40, 9; Orah: An
Unmarried Woman 4, 6.30, 9; Ordan:
Peyton Place 4, 6.30, 0: Orion: In
Great Passion: Orly: Pretty Baby
6.45, 9; Peer: Pocket Lover; ROn:
Warlords of Atlantis; Shavft: Coming
Horae 8.30, 9,15,

Ramat Gan 7.15, 9M
Arman: Grease 4, 7. 9.30: Hadar:
Driver: Lily: Coming Horae; Oasis:
Anna and the Wolves 4, 7.15. 9.30;

Ordea: The Betsy; Rama: Artanna
7.15. fl.30, Mon. & Wed. also at 4.30:

Ramat Gan: An Unmarried Woman.

Herallya
David: American Fever 4, 7, 9.15;

Tiferet Herzliya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.15. 9.30.

Holon
MJgdal: The Other Side of Midnight.
6. 9.

Petah Tlkva
Shalom: Farmer 7.15. 9.15. Tues. at7
only.

Netanya
Esther: Blind Rage 4.30, 7. B J.3.

i DISPLRY
ROOM

i
OF THE
PHILRTELIC
SERVICES

Hotel in Nigeria
requires

Chief Accountant

for a period of a year
Knowledge of English and experience in hotels essential.

Please apply to “Accountant,” P.O.B. 16916, Tel Aviv, giving

curriculum vitae and details of experience.

— Discretion Assured —

27 ALLENBY RD. TEL AVIV

Exhibition of

designs submitted

in the competition

for a stamp in

honour of the

Centennial of ORT
Open:
Sun., Mon., Tuc., Thur.
8.00 u.m 3.30 p.m.
Wed. 8,00 u.m, — 1.00 p.m.
and 4.00 p.m. — 6.00 p.m.
Fri. 8.00 a.m. — 1.00 p.m.

— Entrance Free — {

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No.4;
Beethoven; Cello Sonata No.O In D;
Mozart: Aria; Brahms: Double
Concerto (Szeryng-Starker)

;

Khatchaturlan: excerpts from Spar-
tacus
30.05 Radio Story
30.13 Elementary school broadcasts
30.35 Lesson In spoken Arabic

- 11.35 (Stereo): Christmas in the
Eastern Churches
12.05 (Stereo): Bracha Eden-
Alexander Tamlr, Duo-Pianists
All -Schubert: Rondo Op.107; Fantasy
In F Minor, Op.103; Rondo in D.
Op.188 : Marche characteriatlque

.

Op.126

13.00 Noon Concert — Steinmetx:
Horn Concerto; Gluck: Flute Concer-
to (Rampal); Haydn: Symphony
No.29 In E Major
14JO Children's programmes
35.55 Notes on a new book
18.03 (Stereo): Symphony Orchestra
of Radio Rome, Gary Bertinl conduc-
ting — Debussy: Images; Berlioz;
Excerpts from the dramatic
symphony Romeo and Juliet, Op, 17;
Brass Ensemble Philipp Janes In
works by Frsnchos, Fassero, Byrd,
Aston, Addison (from the
Ludwlgsburg Festival)
20.15 (Stereo): On Records and
Recordings
21.00 Everyman’s University
21.30 The Israeli Song and Traditions
rDr. Batya Bayer)
22.05 (Stereo): Bernstein: Candlde;
Forrest & Right: Cain until 01.00

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary

8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.03 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Selection or opera music
15.05 Oriental folklore and its In-

fluence on Israel music
16.05 Magaslns on science,
technology and medicine
16.10 Press Conference
17.10 Joke after Joke — songs,
humour, gags (repeat)
18.05 Of Figures and Men —

-

economics magazine
18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — People and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 37, 38
20.05 "On a Deserted Island"
21.05 Light Classical Music
22.05 Beautiful Land (repeat)
23-.08 Good Advice — a panel answers
listeners' questions

Army
6.08 University an the Air — Prof.
Yosef Agassi and Dr. Dov Rappel dis-

cuss the philosophy of education
7.07 "707'' — Yoel Esteron presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers -

8.05 IDF morning newsreeU '• '

0.05 Israeli Winter— three hours of
music, skits, jokes and news flashes,
with Eh YlaraeU
12.45 15 Minutes —

•
political commen-

tary
18.06 Today’s Favourite—songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music and
cinema, and theatre reviews, inter-
views and anecdotes
16.05 Special Requests — MKs Ora
Namtr and Geula Cohen answer
soldiers' questions
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
18.00 Bi-weekly magazine on Mid-
East affairs

18.45 Foreign Language Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat — radio transmission of

the TV newsreel
21.85 University on the Air — the
philosophy of education (repeat)
22.05 Tonight — discussion, inter-

views with Michael Handelzaltz
28.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Ell Mohar

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 ’(Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 (Fourth, Fifth) •

18.00 (Fourth) •

20.00 (Fourth) *

22.00 (Fifth) *

KI.30 (Fifth) *

' Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central Israel

102!

* Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 klio Hertz:
5-6 and 8-8-30 a.m. — Dally breakfast
show with news, popular music and
interviews.
11-12 p.m- — News, analysis and
topical reports-
4-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
791 klloHerta:
9*10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
hews, roundup of news.

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In kilo Hrru
FM In MreuHnlzW Pru- tad Pro-

U'ummt gramme

Calni
brae! AM' 379 IX

FM : 91J 93.3

I'dtm AM ' 373 330
USB 713

FM: 31.3 93 3
Haifa

' ares AM: 373 1203
FM 89 4 103.2

BtM*rm AM: 373 SM
FM: U8 103 ((

Ssfed
arm AM. 373 343

FM: 90 9 I0J.J
Eilat AM- 1437 1119

FM: 133 9 *

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 ( Fourth. Fifth) 15 min., including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth, Fifth) 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) 3 rain.

20.15 i Fourth i 15 min.
22.30 i Fifth) 25 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Span)nb news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6.20, 19.30 (First) 30
min.
Hungarian at 19.15 (Fifth) 10 min.
Saturdays ( First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 8.15. 20.30 (First)
15 min.
Kannlitn news at 8.25. 16.45 (First) 13
min. Sun-Frl.
Grnrgikui news at 6.08, 19.13 (First,
Fifth) 13 rain.

Lading news at fl.30, 20.00 (First,
Flfthl 15 min.
Morfinibl news at 6.35. 20.15 (First,

Flfthl 15 min.
Buvhariim news at 6.03 (First)

Tut news at 6.11 (First)

Prolan news at 6.49 (First)

H FLIGHTS

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

DUTY HOSPITALS

m

FIRST AID

iMBM 1 to

Ti,
1

!

1 ‘

POLICE wmm
*'M TmM

'Dial 100 In most parts of the country. In
Tiberias dial 924444. Klryat Shmona 40444. Sunset 17.06; Sunrise tomorrow 06.39

Holon 803133

Nahoriya 023383

Tiberias Mill

WHAT'S ON
Notices in this feature are charged at IL38 per line phis VAT; Insertion every day costs

-Accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and alTrecognlzed advertising agents.

IL600 per Has plus VAT, per month. Copy

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily an display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Raman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture in the Hannkka lamp. From concept
to product: Bangand Olufsen's Design for
Sound. Development and production of
outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment.- NopJithie figurine*, from

; Sha’ar Hagolah.' Xjury-Baschei Sound
Structures. Works' which are both sculp-'

1

turn and musfoal iiistrumeidst’Cb&Ihood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists
(side by side with their mature works).
Exhibit of the Month. Ornamented sugar
cane. Engagement token of Afghanistan
Jews. Woven and Printed Textiles. Design
dept. Collection.

Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition at rare European
woodcuts of the 16-18th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with a pencil.
At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric banters* sites In
northern Sinai.

Visiting hoars: Israel Museum: Son.,
Mon.. Wed., Thurs. 10 a.m.-S p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m.; Fri.' 10 a.m.-2 p.m. ; Sat. 10a.rn.-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Bose Art
Garden: Sun.. Mon., Wed., Thur. 10 aun.-5
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m. ;

Fri. and Sat 10
a.m .-2 p.m. Rockefeller Mnsenm: Sun. —
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri., Sat. zo a.m.-2
P-m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Cahana or major Jerusalem hotels: in Tel
Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and KasteL Free
guided tours In English, Sun., Wed., 11.00
a.m-.-Tuea. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Toms
1. Medical Centre, in Klryat Hadassah.
Toms In English at B. 10, 11 a.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m.. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from &30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. Bisilx.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 55 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: TeL 416338

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and 11a.m. from Administration Building.
Givat Rom Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses B and 28. School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: TeL 36430.
Kmunah — National Religious Women’s
Organisation, Tourist Centre. 28 Rehov
Ben Maimon. TeL 02-62468. 30620. 811588.
American Mlsrachl Women. FreeMorning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street.
Jerusalem, TeL 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,

.

: Romania. TCL.8148Z2. 7M 7 pjXL. .

Tel Aviv -r,

MUSEUMS
Beth Hatefntsoth. The Jewish Diaspora,
post and present, presented by the most
modern technology and graphic techni-
ques: films, slide shows, audio-visual dis-
plays. computer terminals, etc. In the ex-
hibition gallery : The last Jews of Radautl
— photographs by Laurence Saizman.
Visiting boms Sunday, Monday, Thursday
10 a.m. — 6 pan.; Tuesday, Wednesday 8
P-m- — 10 P-m. Friday, Saturday; closed.
Children under 8 yean old are not ad-
mitted. Beth Hgtefutsotb is located at
Klammer St„ Ramat Aviv (entrance
through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University,
campus).
Tel Aviv Mnsenm, 27 Sderot Shattl
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Bemil Efrat —
Extrapolations. "Film Performance"
(combined dm and personal appearance
by Efrat). Hand In Profile — Herzl's fin-

age In the fine arts. Bod! Lehmann, I9S5-

1977. Mbtirfnuh 1918-1078, Drawings.

Visiting Honrs: Sun., Mon., Tue., TbrnylO
turn.— 10 p.m. Fri. 10 non.— 2 pm.. Bat. 7
— 11 pan. New Museum Building open
SaL. io a.m. — l pm., entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emmah — National Religious Women'*
Organization: "KasteL" 188 Rehov Ibn
GaUroL TeL 440310. 788942. 708440.

Canadian Hadassah-Wise Office, 116

Rehov Hayarium. TeL 227060, 8 a.m.-apm. -

ORT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233331. 762292-2; ORT
Jerusalem, TeL 588141; ORT Netanya.
TeL 33744.

American BBsracbl Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 248106.

Pioneer Women — Na'amat: Free tours.

See our aoclo-edncatlonal services. Call

for reservations, Tel Aviv, 03-266096.

Haifa
MUSEUMS
VMt the Haifa mnsenma: Ancient and
Modern Art. 26 Rehov Shabtal Levi, TeL

823288-8. National Maritime, TeL 538622.

Illegal immigration, TeL 838249. Mnsic,
TeL 644485. Japanese Art, TeL 82584. Atone
Katz. Tel. 83482. Dagoo Grain Collection,

TeL 064221. Artists’ Home, TeL 522855.

What's On la Haifa, dial 840849.

Rehovot
Tbs Welxzzuum Institute open to public

from 8.00 am. to 8-30 p.m. Visitors invited

to see film on Institute's research oc-

. Unities, shown regularly at 13.00 am. and
3.00 p.m. Friday 114)0 am. only.

Poors at fife Wefzmnmt Home every half
_

- hour foam 9.00 am. to 3.80 pm. oiia~imtir~’

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission

to Welxnuum House.
For Tours of the House please bock: Tel.

054-83230, 084-88328;

Herzliya
.Hoar Va’aleh, World. Zionist Organization
Aliya and Absorption Dept. “Our Country
and Our People," every Wednesday in

Herzliya— SHARON HOTEL— 8.80 p.m.
Tour Va'aleh Evening with Central Infor-

mation Office. Israeli film In English with

Panel of Experts. Everyone welcome —
admission tree.

PARG0D THEATRE

JERUSALEM
KResalel St., T«l. 231765

Tonight, January 24, at 9JO

JAZZ
- with the New Jan Ensemble

Amlkam Klmmelman —saxophone
Naml Lief —piano
Rouen Raban —guitar
ArnonFalti —bass
Bon&e Holon —drums

EVERY THING INITS
PLACE

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS!

TWEHN'HNE GROSSWORD
Play the crossword below according to your Ability or war mood : cryptic aa| mrtftiUly eifikelt M
the left, straightforward and fairly easy on the right. The same diagram h need tar either Bode—bet beware, $he chm are not Interchangeable.

STRAIGHTFORWARDCRYPTIC CLUES

1 Powerful groups (5)
8 if» lUce a small near (6)
Bend a piece of wire ? (7)

18 Certificates of a nondes-
senpt nature? (5)

11 An example at violence In
children's entertainment
( 6 )

12 Uses the phone (6)
13 Just the chap to name a

sheep ? (7)
16 Encountered in

.
conflict

(3)
17 A word from the crier (4)
18 He’s no outsider (6)
12 A human one, patiapa (5)

20 Iris sweet to eat (6)
22 Unusual solos 14)
24 Just what you'd expect

the plusher to do ?<H>
25 Found not guilty of ob-

sirucUon? (7)
26 Legendary Baife composi-

tion (51
27 An oar of bone, we hear

15)
28 A county In Ireland (5)
22 Would such a cost in-

volve astronomical ex-
pense ? (mi

30 It ^brings people together

31 Resume one's Innings with
a stick ? (5)

DOWN
2 The sen-ant seems to heed
a bit of money IB)

3 Not a featureless fabric
id)

4 lie may foolishly climb a
tree! (31

5 Ii can come In puffs (8)
6 First he had a sleep I (7)
7 Burden with which to

fcriiri out before sunrise?
14

»

I Not a large ornamental
ruse (6)

12 Murk where something to
be Inserted i5)

13 On tlic way. to be sure I

MR2M
1 Fumble IS)

2SSF Arf

IMSUSi
*1 (6)
IS Income (7)

9SS&IH
(»)

ft Buriy (S) ..

22 SMt (41

24 1 omasa

t

* (Si
M Cooked (7)
22 Custom (5)
17 Donor (8)
2S Dtroctsd (8)

DOWN
t Bod <6)

3 Investigates

.{& ...
S orchestra

IA)

• DrinkUtit-
veasala (7)

' f Stock (4)
Rectum it)

IS fiopaetory

19 Uneven (8)

88SMS 1

12 otied (6)

.12 Pun (6)

It Impaled t7>
' ** '6*
.22 Rod (t)

-3t findsney.
(8)

31 BeUcro (81

23 River (tj
•SB Cheats (5)

28 Backed (4)
*1 EdseoC «2)

14 A show to see again, w*
bear (8)

15 An officer of- the crown
(B)

18 Of moderate temperature
(B) _

18 A sort at nook (5)

12 Exclude a Mend fit a

„ ssa ,ss“Ja®j?T <»
22 A great deal of waste in

Africa (8) _
23 Play It smoothly (6)

28 A disagreement over
rtwlce or colours ? (&>

M Where to live in mono-
tonous fashion f (4)

'

n it could pay you to drive
one (1)

Yesterday's Cryptic Sehdion ' Ynrterday** Easy Srintton

ACROSS. -- i. Abuts. . 2.1- Solution
l-ss-u. 9. Well off. 19, It*.-r«t.l ACROSS. '— 1. Ghent.O-ss-ts. 9. Weir •ff. 10. Rs.-ret.

11.Fat-A). 12. Civsr. 13. Con-
yinh. IS. O-oJe.
18. Pstuls. 19, ttood. 20,
Rhodes. . 22, Ffia. - .94. Ain.

IssriB. HEbBrjc
8-aunt-sr. 38. Tytsr.<31, MsBu,
oow’r

- r i

7, Afar- «. ; Traval.

28, Bast. 22. Ham

- • Sofa lion
ACROSS. — 1. Ghent. B,

JZmdcu. 9. Arlvoun. 10. Amity.
U. Greek. 13, Truly. 13,
Dclnlre. 15. Ten. 17. Arcs. 18.
Angora, r 19, Speu<L 20,

Debar. 31. Tenor.

„ DOWN. —- 3. Humber, a.
Satyrs. 4. Try. S, Azure. 8.
EfoulanU. 7. Mary- 8. Exeter.
12,-Tripe. 13. Dome. 14. Icl»K.
1A Tinal. id. Naked. 18,
Andes. 12, Sleeper. 21. Ignore.
33. Sprile. 23. LcuntO. 25,
tirii-d, 1M, Tuba. 28. Pit.
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329. Mehadrin jumped 100 points, to
2,429. Oil Exploration of Pa* was
heavily traded but remained un-
changed at 170.

'' Industrials were even better.
Alliance was "buyers only" and was
automatically marked up by five
per- cent, to 1.387. Elblt TLo shares, a
recent newcomer to the exchange,
gained seven, to 550. Elco IL2.5
Jumped by 17, to 258. Elron XL2
shares reached the 500-mark after
advancing by 12 points. The com-
pany recently announced excellent
semi-annual results. These shares
have.-'-been consistently stronger
since the announcement.
Ala "C" appeared on the most-

active list as the shares gained near-
ly eight per cent, to 142. Haifa

. Chemicals rose by almost 8.5 per
cent, to 158. Assis at 385 reflected an
8.5 per cent Jump. The Dead Sea
Works again was ahead and added IS
points, to 674. Arad gained 25 points,

to 403. Ta'al gained almost eight per
cent, to 327.
' Investment company issues were

: very strong. Elgar gained 24. to 412.

Discount Investments advanced by
IS. to 440. 'Leumi Investments was up

. 14, to 469. Exports registered shares
.
were “buyers only" and were fixed
at 567. Clal Industries claimed 18, to

307.5.

Index-linked bonds were generally
.

moderately lower and reflected the
switching over of funds from this

type of investment into shares.
' Share Index, up 1.32%. to 108.88
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of the Employment Service says. - not be f

told the Hlstadrut’a,employment
rs committee that despite all

the efforts of the country's labour ex-
changes. more than 18,000 orders
from employers for workers could
not be filled last month. *
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The number of Arab workers from
the administered areas holding Jobs
In Israel is on the rise again. Accor-
ding to the Central Bureau of
Statistics, the average during the

third quarter of last year was 76,000,

compared with 67,000 in
.

the same
three months of 1977. The average
during the first nine months of 1978

was 89,000 as against 63,000 in the
nim»jtr period a year earlier.
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KIBBUTZ
INDUSTRY
NEWS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

FIVE KIBBUTZIM which manufac-
ture furniture for export have decid-

ed to rent a warehouse in New York
to facilitate deliveries. In 1978 these
kibbutzim exported furniture valued
at $2m., and exports this yearare ex-
pected to reach f2.3m.

THE MIGDAL PLANT, which
makes non-metal faucets, has decid-

ed to invest ILlOm. In expandtog its

production facilities at kibbutz Galil-

Yam, in the Sharon.

* -k

THE TOLGAL PLANT In Degania
"A" has developed a saw coated
with diamond dust for cutting ex-

tremely hard surfaces, such as
stone.

*

AN "ELECTRONIC SCARECROW"
has been ordered from the Parod
kibbutz plant to help the inter-

national telecommunications station

in Emek Elah scare away the flocks

of pigeons which have taken to

building their neats on the station's

equipment, interfering with recep-
tion.

*

THE PLANT at kibbutz Ein Harush
produced barrels worth ILlOOm. in

1978 and expects to increase output,
to ILlfOm. this year.

KIBBUTZ NAVE EYTAN. in the
Beisan Valley, has spent IL5m. In
the past few years developing new
types of reinforced plastic products,
mainly to be used by farmers.

A DELEGATION OF 30 people of the

tourist board of Baden, Switzerland,

arrived here on Friday for an eight-

day official friendship trip. The
former mayor of Baden, Max
Mueller, and the director of the

town's tourist office, Walter Wenger,
are in charge of the group of hotel-

owners, businessmen, members of

the city parliament and journalists.

Rain doesn't stop the loading of an El Al Boeing.

Voluntary curbs on flower exports

as European markets thawing out
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV. — The flower growers
are_ still burning about 50 per cent of
their daily crop, a leading grower
told The Pont Monday. He said that
the situation is now better than it

was a week ago, when nearly 100 per
cent of flowers cut everj- day had to
be destroyed.
The cold winter weather in Europe

has stopped all exports. With the
weather slightly better, now, and
overseas markets without supplies,
exports have been renewed.

Agrexco spokesman Haim Keller
said that with good weather in
Europe the flower export season will

reach its peak in the week of St.

Valentine’s Day (February 14).
when growers here hope to ship 17.-

000 to 18,000 cartons of flowers per
day.
Because of the weather same

desperate local growers had slashed
their prices so drastically that
farmers in at least one European
country felt threatened and asked
their government to bar further im-
ports from Israel.

In the wake of this threat, the
Flower Growers Council decided to

IDB Bankholding and

Discount declare dividends
Jerusalem Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVTV. — At the extraordinary
general meeting of IDB Bankholding
earlier this week it was decided to

declare the distribution of bonus
shares at the rate of 33% per cent by
nominal value 1L20 shares. Last
December IDB Bankholding dis-

tributed a 16 per cent cash dividend
on these shares. Holders of shares as
of February 16 will be entitled to the
bonus. As of February 18 the shares
will be traded ex-bonus.
According to published

calculations the yield on an invest-

ment in IDB Bankholding ordinary
shares for 1978 was higher than the

increase in the cost-of-living Index

general meeting of Israel Discount
Bank declared the distribution of

bonus shares at a rate of 30 per cent
for ordinary and ordinary ‘'A”
shares. Holders of shares as of
February 16 will be entitled to the
bonus and the shares will be traded
ex-bonus as from February 18. Last
December the bank distributed a
cash dividend of 30 per cent.

The extraordinary general
meetingalso resolved to increase the
bank's authorized capital by IL250m.
worth of ordinary and ordinary '‘A"

shares. Following this increase the
bank's authorized capital will be
HJb.
Following the distribution of bonus

and reached 52.1 per cent. Over the 33% P*f ce°* 00 th®

last.two years the yield has reached
"

195.4 per-cent, compared with the
rise in the index of 111.1 per cent
over the same period.
The following cash and stock

dividends have been distributed on
the ordinary shares in the last three
years:

Cash Stock
per cent per cent

1976 13 25

1977 15 25

1978 15 -33%

The general meeting also resolved
to Increase the company’s authoriz-

ed share capital by ILSOQm. by way
of creating 25 million new ordinary
IL20 shares. Following this Increase
the authorized capital will be TL2.5b.
Also this week the extraordinary

Japan conserves energy
as Iran oil stops

TOKYO iReuter). — The Japanese
government this week launched an
energy saving campaign following

the suspension of oil supplies from
Iran.

The campaign, which does not in-

clude any mandatory measures,
calls for motorists to drive at lower
speeds and for reductions in office

heating and lighting.

This is the first time the govern-
ment has introduced such a cam-
paign since the 1973 oil crisis. Japan
last year imported 99 per. cent of Its

oil. of which about 17 per cent came
from Iran.
Government offices have been

asked to cut by about 20 per cent the

use of official cars and to reduce
heating. Private industry Is exempt.
Private car owners are urged to

reduce speeds to below 80 km. an
hour and to travel less.

IDB Bankholding Corp., the parent
company of the -Discount group, an
adjustment

1wHTbe made In the con-
version rate of the bank’s five per
cent capital notes, series A, which
are linked 80 per cent to the cost-of-

living index and are convertible to
IDB ordinary shares. The conver-
sion rate will be 300 per cent Instead
of the present 400 per cent.

The Israel Discount Bank will

publish its financial statements for

1978 on or about February 6.

regulate exports voluntarily. An
agreement to regulate exports went
into effect yesterday. It includes al!
flower growers In the country, in-
cluding those that are not members
of the Council.

Unlike other marketing boards,
the Council does not Include all the
growers. Negotiations are now un-
derway to organize all growers un-
der one marketing board, similar to
the Citrus Marketing Board.
Nisslm Lusatto. the head of the

Flower Growers Council, said that
up to now all growers in Israel (also
those not organized) had lost more
than $3m. In an emergency meeting
between the growers and
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon on
Friday, he promised to try and
arrange extensions on the growers'
government loans.
Lusatto said that the sum involved

was about IL240m. He was hopeful
that by the end of the season farmers
would be able to resume payments.
Lusatto warned that the industry

was expanding too fast. It had grown
more than 400 per cent in two years
(from 200 million flowers in the
1975/76 export season, to a projected
800 million during the present
season. .

El Al flights to

Teheran continue
TEL AVIV. — El A] Is continuing its

scheduled flights to Teheran and at
this time has no plans for any
changes, an airline spokesman told

The Post last night. Although
Tuesday's flight was cancelled, he
added, this was due to bad weather
conditions at Teheran airport.

Outgoing El Al flights from Ben-
Gurlon Airport carry just a handful
of passengers, mainly Iranians, but

on the return flight from Teheran the

planes are filled to capacity.
While Air France has temporarily

suspended its two weekly flights

which land here and at Teheran on
their way to the Far East, El Al
remains the only air link with Iran
from this country.

Sahar reports 65%
premium income growth
TEL AVIV. — Sahar Insurance
reports a growth In 1978 of its

premium income by 65 per cent —
considerably more than the 48.5 per
cent inflationary spiral.

Sales of linked life insurance
policies rose by 103 per cent and
sales of both linked and non-linked
rose by 190 per cent to total IL2.4 b.

The company's entire life insurance

portfolio is almost IL9 b.

Wage restraint must embrace

all sectors: Prof. Galbraith

. *r0{- John Kenneth ^ t ..y, wouJd end up either in-
Galbraith the eminent American

. \ h grave,'* Galbraith,
economist and social historian, has Friedman
warned 0f the debimating effect, in-

SStSSS
-- r jsras
The great test of liberal and social ..we ha^ bMn stronger in faith

democratic governments, he said,
in management performance."

was to persuade the trade union He further argued that private
movements to adopt wage restraint.

capIta ilsra had never produced de-
But. he stressed, this restraint must ceJt blle houaing, proper health
embrace all segments of society and 3ervices or food supplies,
not be limited to the unions alone. He professor scoffed at censer--
quoted the success of the West Ger- valive

K
claims that monetary

man social democratic government manipulation and a return to the free
in having induced its trade union market mechanism could replace
confederation to restrict wage government regulatory
demands, and praised the U.S. trade mechanisms. The great raul-

.

unions for having adopted a similar tinational corporations were the Im-
,iT

J£- , , placable enemies of the free market
The professor dwelt on a novel forces, he said, noting that one half

form of the class struggle, with the 0f a|] economic production was con-
new conservative crusade against trolled by l.ooo big corporations,
public services, "which invariably with the other half produced by ten
benefits the wealthy." He noted that to twelve million smaller firms,
two-thirds of taxes saved with the Beit Berl chairman Abba Eban. -

adoption of Proposition 13 in Callfor- who pre3ided. noted that Israel more .

nia. had benefited big1 corporations than any other country was today the -

payer8, wrfth services scene ofthe sharpest attack on social
slashed for the poor. _ democracy Galbraith's first lecture •

He attacked such ideologists of the took place Sunday at the college near ,

new conservatism as Prof. Milton Tzoflt. His final address will be held -

Friedman of whom he said: "He tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Jerusalem at
.

denies being the spokesman of the the Hebrew University's Canada
.

rich, yet he is fully deserving of their Hall.
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Diamond industry under pressure

from international competition
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Jerusalem Post Finance Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Israel's diamond in-
dustry anticipates lower market
prices for polished diamonds in the
ext few months. In 1978 the Industry
achieved exports of $1.3 b.. an all-
time high. Nevertheless, these
figures cannot be taken at face
value, since the total number of
diamonds, on a weight basis, was
considerably lower.

According to Halm Danieli,
general manager of the- Diamond
Manufacturers' Association, ex-
isting stocks of diamonds stood at
just under $390m. at the end of last
October. This figure is considered
too high, since most industry ex-
ecutives set desirable stock levels at
the equivalent of three months'
sales.

Two factors have been pinpointed
as adding financial pressures on the
local manufacturers. They are the
recent increase of interest rates on
export funds, from six to nine per
cent, and the cutting hack on credits
for the financing of rough stocks. Ac-
cording to Danieli some manufac-
turers may be forced to sell polished
diamonds at “any cost".

At the same time demand for
diamonds for the retail trade in the
U.S. and Europe has weakened, as
consumers there1 are beset by' in-'
flationary problems and are placing
a low priority on diamond
purchases.

India's diamond industry has been
making rapid progress in the inter-
national marketplace, since wages
there are very low. Russia, in the re-
cent past, bas also become an en-

trant in the polished diamond field.
*

Originally, solely suppliers of
roughs, the Russians are now rapid- *

ly developing a polished diamond in- !

dustry. Russian polished diamonds ,_
=

increasingly find their way onto the . -

international markets. ']

South Africa has also become a re-

cent entrant into the poliBhed dia- ' *

mond field. The country is the major
supplier of roughs for the Diamond
Syndicate and as such enjoys a price
advantage, estimated at ten per
cent. .

When all the various factors are
' *

combined, they form a serious threat
to the prospects of the local diamond
industry In the current year.

Only 20% of Arab

business taxes are

collected, survey finds

Jerusalem Post Reporter

ACRE. — Income tax authorities'

manage to collect only 20 per cent of
the taxdue on the income of the Arab . 1

sector, according to a treasury
study.
The recently compiled study says -=

that the majority .of independent. .

businessmen in the^AFab sector 'do
* "

not pay full tax on their Income. A
special committee ia being formed*'-"
by the tax authorities to study this ..

problem. •'

Representatives of the Arab pop- •-

ulation reject these claims, saying -?

that the majority of Arab citizens
are salaried workers whose tax is

deducted at source.
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Acting in desperation
WHEN VOLUNTARY civic actios fills a minor gap between
social needs and the ability of central or local government to

supply them, this can often buttress democracy. But when civic
action, by the leading economic organizations of a country, is

directed towards areas that are the central responsibility of
government, this signifies the bankruptcy of governmental
policy.
Hevrat Ovdim, the holding company of the Histadrut’s

economic empire, has now joined the private sector employers'
organizations, led by the Manufacturers ' Association, in declar-
ing a price freeze for the next three months. Coming on the heels
of the agreement between the employers and the Hlstadrut's

trade union department for the payment of a cost-of-living

allowance advance in January— an agreement reached without
the blessing of Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich — this latest

voluntary action signifies that the producers, the wholesalers,
the financial institutions and the workers of the country have
come to the conclusion that they cannot wait for the government
to combat inflation, but must take action on their own.
No criticism of government policy on inaction could be more

damning tba" this voluntary action. The bland assurances of

Prime Minister Begin, in yesterday's meeting with the

representatives of the manufacturers, that the government has
been doing, is doing and will do all it can to fight inflation, are no
more reassuring than Mr. Ehrlich's statement that his office is

preparing a whole series of new economic measures.
If these measures had been prepared long ago, or at least as a

background to the budget proposal, there would have been no
need for the business sector to take action on its own. Laudable
as the business sector's initiative is, as a serious attempt to
dampen the fever of inflationary expectations it can, by itself,

be little more than a feeble attempt at changing the at-

mosphere. The manufacturers’ president, Buma Shavit, was
the first to recognize that and claimed no more.
A freeze on prices, such as has now been declared by the

business sector, requires mechanisms of control and supervi-
sion. This the business sector does not have. Even if all

Histadrut enterprises scrupulously obey the policy laiddown by
Hevrat Ovdim, even if all leading manufacturers heed their

president’s appeal and refrain from raising prices; none of
these has control over the retail market.
And no one but the central government can reduce aggregate

demand by cutting its own expenditure and siphoning off some
of the purchasing power that makes it possible for sellers to
raise their prices without anyone losing sales and without a rise

in unemployment.
Mr. Ehrlich, some time ago, declared that the public has too

much money in its pockets. Buma Shavit on Monday called, cor-

rectly, for a freeze on private consumption. But to freeze

private consumption, which rises with the level of private in-

come, the Treasury would have to raise taxes.
Mr: Ehrlich has shrunk back from the idea of raising direct

taxes. He, and his advisors, continue to toy with plans to raise
indirect taxes and to cut subsidies to consumption— both with a
cost-increasing impact.
On direct taxes they are considering withholding Income tax

at source from maternity allowances, reserve duty payments
and' work accident compensation paid by the National In-

surance.- -

Justified as such deductions may be in principle— income be-

ing taxable whatever its source—they axe hardly the answer to
reducing aggregate demand. Nor dothey represent the ultimate
in equity. They are, like other measures this government is

prone to, a half-hearted attempt to make the poor and middle-
income groups pay for the excesses of the affluent.

The Treasury, despite its conservative predilections, will

have to take the plunge into taxing the affluent much more
heavily.
Mr: Ehrlich will sooner or later also have to swallow another

so-called liberal tenet. Since none of the policies that can effec-

tively reduce Inflation can prevent the erosion of export
profitability, he will have to go back to one or the other form of
direct subsidies to exports. Any attempt to keep exports on an
even keel by letting the value of the pound slide will only drive
up domestic costs.

But, committed as he is to the panaceas he has propounded
since he assumed responsibility for managing the nation's
economy, it is doubtful whether Mr. Ehrlich will be able to
change course.
Not only the Likud will be forced to pay the price for that.

CABINETANDATHERTON
(Continued from page 1)

Israel an agreed letter, alongside Its

earlier legal note to Egypt, In which
It would clearly state that Egypt
could legitimately go to the aid of

another Arab state at war with
Israel only if the war resulted from
unprovoked Israeli aggression.
Much of the negotiations with

Atherton during the past week has
focused on this letter, with the
-Israeli side airing its anxieties over
-possible scenarios In which the

•‘aggression” might be open to

divergent, subjective readings, and
the U.S. envoy. In constant consulta-

tion with Washington, amending and
elaborating the proposed letter-text

to take care of these Israeli con-

cerns.

Still left unresolved for the present
is the last outstanding textual Issue,

Article 6 (11), which states that the
peace treaty is to be Independent of

“any external Instrument.” Israel

bolds that this severs the treaty from
any operative linkage to the Camp
.David "Framework for Peace,” the
document which outlined the pro-
jected Palestinian autonomy plan.

NOW ON SALE
in paperback

MASADA
by YIGAEL YADIN

Egypt argues that the Camp David
"Framework,” cited extensively In
the preamble of the peace treaty,

cannot be considered an "external
instrument

*'

The Israeli negotiators, backed by
Begin and the cabinet refused to

budge on this point which Israel
feels goes to the heart of the
"linkage" question.

Israeli sources said yesterday that
they hoped and expected an Egyp-
tian concession on this issue. In
return for the two Israeli con-
cessions on Article 4 and Article 6
(v).

In any event, Article 6 fll) will now
be taken up at the next stage of the
negotiations, which will probably be
held on ministerial level during next
month. Those negotiations will, in
fact, dwell entirely on the “linkage"
question, which comprises the three
remaining issues still unresolved
and holdinz ud the conclusion of the
treaty: Article 6 (11), the "target
date" letter on the autonomy elec-
tions, and the exchange of am-
bassadors, which Egypt wants
delayed until the autonomy is set up,
at least in Gaza.

Newsweek
January 29. 1979 Issue

NOW
ON SALE

Herod’s Fortress and tbe

Zealots' last Stand

sole distributor

USteimatzky’s

RENT-A-CAR
50%discount

All rs'rw Cars

Dally 56. "WV-rkly

TAMIR, RENT-A-CAR

8 Kiknr Ha’atzran'ul, Netanva.

Tel. 053-31831,

after office hours: Tel. 053-25763

A FRIEND IN
HIGH PLACES

Post Washington correspondent WOLF BLITZER ex-

amines the reputation of Prank Church, new chairman of

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and finds cause
for Israel to be optimistic.
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WASHINGTON. — Senator Frank
Church (D-Idafao), the new chair-
man of the Senate' Foreign Relations
Committee, Is going to try to
strengthen the role of his panel In the
shaping of U.S. foreign policy. And
that will have Important im-
plications for Israel and the Middle
East.
Church, who gained a reputation

as a strong supporter of Israel dur-
ing the battle last year with the
Carter Administration over the sale
of F-15 fighters to Saudi Arabia,
wants to see the committee speak
more Independently and effectively
than it did during the four-year term
of the former chairman. Senator
John Sparkman (D-Ala.), who has
just retired.
Sparkman could generally be

counted on by a White House — run
by either Republican Gerald Ford or
Democratic Jimmy Carter — to sup-
port the direction of administration's
foreign policy.
This was in stark contrast to

Sparkman's predecessor, former
Senator J. William Fulbright (D-
Ark.). who was defeated In 1974 by
Senator Dale Bumpers (D-Ark.) in a
Democratic party primary.
Fulbright was the Senate’s leader

almost bom the start In the fight

against U.S. Involvement in the Viet-

nam war.

IT NOW APPEARS that Church
would like to partially emulate
Fulbrlght's role as a watchdog chair-
man. Church wants the committee to

challenge the administration when
necessary, not merely to serve as a
rubber stamp.
Thus, their styles may be similar

but, fortunately for Israel, Church
and Fulbright have quite different
views on U.S. policy in the Middle
East. In his day, Fulbright was
regarded as Israel's Number One
nemesis in the Senate.
“From time to time, the com-

mittee has played an extremely im-
portant role in the history of this

country,” Church said In an inter-

view with “The New York Times"
earlier this month. “1 want to see the
committee play such a role again.”

In practical terms, this means that

Church will want to have greater say
in shaping U.S. .policy on a wide
variety of Issues, including the Mld-
dle East, before It is articulated by
the President. To this end. Church
and the committee will probably get
involved In some major long-range
policy studies in the hope that the
final reports could serve as possible

blueprints for future U.S. action.

THE CONFRONTATION over Sab-
bath observance in Jerusalem (the

Ramot road) and Tel Aviv (theatre
performances on Friday night) are
not isolated Incidents but rather
wounds which burst open again and
again, and caused by the new reality

created in this land over the last 100
years. The attempts — In these and
other columns — to analyse the
problem and to find remedies often
surprise by their naivete and lack of
responsibility. If these are the
medics of our society, it Is a wonder
that the patient has survived.
The worst aspect of the conflict is

the passion and hysterics on both
sides of the barricades. And there
seems to be no recognition of the
need for unity while our survival la

threatened by enemies from without
and by social and moral problems
from within.

As for the Shabbat clashes in
Jerusalem, I must first state une-
quivocally that one does not
desecrate the Shabbat by hearing or
seeing cars pass in the road. A Shab-
bat atmosphere and quiet may add
to our enjoyment of the day and may
heighten the religious tone of Us
observance, but they are not,
haiachic concepts. Their absence is

certainly no Justification for break-
ing the Shabbat or any other laws
(uprooting trees as any other
senseless destruction Is a crime In

halacha — bal tashchit), for distur-

bing the peace, for provoking
animosity between Jews and for

causing a hillul Bashem —
desecrating God's name — the
greatest crime of all.

READERS' LETTERS

PED1ARTRIC
WARDS

To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — After spending two days
with my daughter in the pediatric
wing of the Afula hospital, X can only
say that I agree wholeheartedly with
Professor Levin In his assessment of
pediatric departments (January 15).

The noise In the ward was
phenomenal. How can a person
recuperate in such conditions? I

must add that my daughter was in

one of the quieter rooms — only five
beds. Down the hall, it was worse:
people walking in and out of the
rooms, yelling, slamming of doors,
etc.

As for the dirt, they Just cannot
keep the ward clean, with cigarettes
on the floor f there should be no
smoking at all In the wards), people
eating seeds and throwing them on
the floor, even defecating on the
floor.

Tbe only high point of this awful
experience was the behaviour of the
nurses. How they can work under
such frustrating conditions is in-
credible. but they were outstanding
and helpful at every turn.

PATRICIA TAL
Kibbutz Ramat David.

Senator Frank Church

SINCE TAKING OFFICE two years
ago. President Carter and hia ad-
ministration have had a virtually
free hand in formulating U.S. policy
toward the Middle East. Often, the
President did not even bother to con-
sult with the Congress on certain
sensitive foreign policy decisions.
To some degree, this was the

result of a weak chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee, but
Church is likely to give the president
a lot of trouble. By seeking his ad-
vice in advance. Carter could avoid
some headaches.
Sparkman, while not as hostile

towards Israel as Fulbright, was not
considered especially friendly
either. He usually went along with
whatever policy statement was ar-

ticulated by Carter. He voted, for in-

stance, with the administration on
the controversial Middle East air-

craft package sale last year— a vote
that has come to serve as a sort of

barometer among pro-Israel circles
In determining the actual degree of a
senator's support for Israel.

IN SIZING up the various advan-
tages and disadvantages for Israel in

terms of the new-look Foreign
Relations Committee, the first big
plus Is the new chairman. This
should become even more apparent
on February 1, when Church is

scheduled to make hia first major
foreign policy address In his new
capacity.
According to his aides, the subject

will be U.S. policy in the Middle

East, and friends of Israel will not be
disappointed.
Later in February, Church will

receive an award in New York from
B'nal Zlcm and the Axnerlcan-Isr&el
Friendship League as their “Man of
the Year.”
One unknown factor will be the

role played by the new staff director

of the committee, William B. Bader,
a former Defence Department policy
official and a former Foreign
Relations Committee aide.
Bader, 47. was hired by Church.

The two men worked closely during
the Senator's 1975 Investigation into

charges of abuse by the U.S:
Intelligence community. There Is no
doubt that Bader will be Church’s
top foreign policy adviser on sub-
stantive Issues.

THERE WILL also be some new
faces on the committee. Missing will

be the late Hubert Humphrey (D-
Minn.) , who died last year and was
replaced briefly on the panel by fats'

wife. Mrs. Muriel Humphrey (D-
Minn.) She did not seek election last

November. Also mining will be Sen.
Clifford Case. (R-NJ.l, who was
defeated in a Republican Party
primary last year.
Case, who was the ranking

Republican on the committee, and
Humphrey, were among Israel’s
most ardent supporters In Congress.
Their influential voices were often
crucial In ensuring passage of a par-
ticular bill affecting Israel. And
their views were respected by
presidents and secretaries of state.

Other faces, considered less sym-
pathetic to Israel, will also be miss-
ing, including Senators Robert Grif-

fin (R-Micta.) and James Pearson
(R-Kansas), who both voted In
favour of the aircraft package and
were at times critical of Israel.

On the other hand. Senator Dick
Clark (D-Iowa), who lost his bid for
re-election, was developing a reputa-
tion last year as a solid supporter of
Israel. He voted against the plane
sales.

RETURNING to the 15-member
committee will be Senators
Joseph Blden (D-Del.), Claiborne
Pell (D-R.I.) , George McGovern (D-
S.Dak.), John Glenn (D-Ohlo).
Richard Stone (D-Fla.), Paul Sar-
banes (D-Md.), Jacob Javits (R-
N.Y.), Howard Baker (R-Tenn.) and
Charles Percy (R-H1.).
The new Democratic members of

the committee will be Edward
Muskie (D-Maine) and Edward
Zorinsky (D-Nebraska) . both of
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Back to the StoneAge
RABBI ALEXANDER CARLEBACH traces the roots of

the religious-secular conflict in Israel and calls for

moderation.

How should the religious Jew react
to the breaking of the Law, such as
the desecration of the Shabbat. by
the non-religious? Says Leviticus
19:17: "You. shall not hate your
brother in your heart; reprove your
fellow but incur no guilt because of
him."
The duty of reproving is cir-

cumscribed by the warning that, in

doing so, you may commit a sin

yourself, by shaming him or by mak-
ing him sin even more (see Rashi).
The Talmud (Yevamoth 65b)
therefore states that it Is as much a
religious duty to refrain from
reproving when you know that the
other side will not accept it, as it Is a
mitzva to reprove when it is likely to

produce results. Two verses In
Proverbs (9:7-8) say as much ex-

plicitly.

OUR SAGES also speak of the duty
to protest (limchot

t

law-breaking
(Shabbat 54b-55a: Sukkah 29b). But-
this duty depends on the likelihood of

such protests being heeded. The
well-known saying "fcol yisrael
arei-im zeh oaseh ” iShavu’oth 39a;

Sanhedrin' 27b). that all Jews bear

GERMAN
REPARATIONS

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — May I commend you on your
excellent editorial of January 12,

"Treasury fires wrong salvo." The
Treasury would do well to mark
every single word you wrote there.

I say to the honourable gentlemen:
keep your hands off the German
restitution payments and look for a
solution to this country's economic
maladies In other quarters.

I call on all recipients of German
restitution, who are concentration
camp survivors, to raise their voices
in strong protest against this
preposterous Idea.

TOVA KORN
Tel Aviv.

“NIMROD”
To the Ehtitor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir. — Urt Avnery's advertisement
of January 5 contains a misrepresen-
tation. The book referred to,
“Nimrod.” Is only by Yevi. Yevi was
allowed to use photographs of Dan-
ziger's work by courtesy of the fami-
ly after Danzlger’s death.

SONIA DANZIOER
Haifa.

responsibility for each other, is also
limited to those who could change
things by their protest.

Conditions today are surely such
— and have been for a long time —
that rebukes and protests, let alone
violence, have little chance of mak-
ing an impression. Even in Rabbi
Aklva's day leading rabbis com-
plained that no one was fit either to

rebuke or likely to accept rebuke.
Spiritual leaders of tbe extremists
who raise their voices against
violence often do not succeed In

restraining their own flocks. It Is no
use complaining that they don't
write to the general press — they
would only lose what Influence they
have in their own communities. The
official rabbinate should, no doubt,
be heard, but this would make little

Impression either way.
The Jewish community has not

been uniformly observant for 200

years. In tbe west the Orthodox have
gradually become a minority. In
Eastern Europe, the existence of
great masses of the faithful
somewhat obscured the fact that
there too they had lost their majority.
This was clearly shown by the elec-

CHOIR MARATHON
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — We would like to thank your
music critic for her kind words about
our choir's performance, together
with the Netanya Orchestra, of

Handel's “Messiah" at the choir
marathon on Christmas day.

We would also like to thank the
many Government Tourist Office
representatives whose hard work
and good planning made this perfor-
mance possible, as well ax the
previous evening’s event in Manger
Square in Bethlehem. Both events
will remain lovely memories for the
choirs and the audiences.

MARTHA MtJRPHEY, Conductor
“Singers of Praise”

Baptist Village.

tiona in. Poland and. Lithuania
between the wars. This historic
change presented the Orthodox and
their leaders with a tremendous
challenge: Haiachicandtheological.

.

Some ofthe leading 19th century rab-
bis already tried' to come to grips
with the problem.
In his masterly Mlshnatho shel har

Rav Kook (1974) the late Zvi Yaron
devoted the last chapter to tolerance

in rabbinic thinking; that of Rabbi
Kook in particular, (ah English
translation of this chapter.appeared
in Niv Hamidroahio, 1969): Yaron
describes the stresses which the
wide-spread alienation from Jewish
thinking and practice created in the

mind and soul of this scholar and
saint: on the one hand the pain and
anger on seeing the sanctities of

Judaism trod under foot in the Holy
Land, and on the other the recogni-

tion of historic circumstances — by
themselves to be regarded aa willed

by God— which out-dated all ancient

and medieval reactions.

NOT VIOLENCE but only patient
and gentle persuasion, education by
religious and moral example, can
taring back the lost sheep to the Great
Shepherd’s fold. "Let ever the left

hand repulse and the right hand
draw near” (Sanhedrin 107b). This
saying of the sages expresses -the

quandary but also shows the way;
the way of Hlllel:“to love and pur-

sue peace, to love your fellow and

'

bring him near to the Tara" (Avoth l,

12).
At the same time. Rabbi Kook, Ms

heart filled with love tor every Jew,
wanted justice to be done to the new
generation who, though estranged
from haiachic Judaism, were the

.

builders of the new Zion and were
passionately devoted to their people
and Its land. The great rabbis’ -

teaching and example is aa .valid —
and unheeded — today

-

as It was In

his lifetime.

The truth is that there' is an un-
precedented amount- of Shabbat
observance in the new Israel. I once .

heard the late Chief Rabbi Dr. Isaac
'

Herzog answer Diaspora critics of

religious laxity in Israel by saying

whom are solid supporters of Israel.

(With the addition of Zorinsky, by
the way, three of the seven Jewish
senators will serve on the com-
mittee, the

.
other two being Javits

and Stone.)
Expected to Join the committee on

the Republican side are Senators SJ.
Hayakowa (R-Callf.). Jesse Helms
(R-N. ’Carolina) and Richard Liigar

(D-Ind.) t all three of whom voted
with the administration on the arms
package.
Nevertheless, on balance, pro-

Israel congressional sources believe

that this new committee line-up,

with Church as chairman, is basical-

ly sympathetic towards Israel —
perhaps even more so than during
the last session of Congress.

WHETHER THIS optimistic assess-
ment is realistic will become clear
soon enough. Next month, the Presi-

dent is scheduled to submit to
Congress a new foreign aid bill, with
a large chunk ofassistance for Israel

and Egypt. First step In the lengthy
process of translating that bill into

law involves action by the com-
mittee, which will hold extensive
hearings to consider the package.

And, as has often been the case
during the past 30 years, the com-
mittee and congress will probably be
called upon by- Israel's friends to

serve as a counterweight to certain

administration policies -opposed by
Jerusalem. Given the ups and downs
In the Washington-Jerusalem
relationship, the test may come
sooner than expected.

Israel's, new ambassador,
Ephraim Evron, knows Capitol Hill

— and many key lawmakers — well
from his earlier tours of duty at the
Washington Embassy.
In 1953, when he was first sent to i

Washington as second secretary,
Evron was asked by Ambassador
Abba Eban to focus primarily on the
Congress in trying to win support for

Israel.

BUT THE OTHER two embassy of- :

Sclalx who regularly “work the .

Hill
,

1 * Minister Bar-On and
political counsellor Zvi Rafiah, are:

both reported to be winding up their
stays here and returning to

,

Jerusalem next summer. A
,

successor to Bar-On has already .

been found: Ya’acov Nechusht&n, a
former- Herat MK and now a Tel
Aviv attorney. His experience In

American affairs, let alone in the In-

ner workings of Congress, is limited.

So far. Foreign Minister Moshe
j

Dayan has not found a replacement
for Rafiah who, during his years In
Washington, has made many friends
for Israel In the Congress. By all ac-
counts, he has demonstrated an
ability to deal with Americans. But It

took him a long time to cultivate
these people and to learn the ropes.
Whoever replaces him will have to

spend a long time repeating the
process, understanding the nuances
of Capitol Hill and the complicated
legislative process.

It will not be easy, for Evron to
train both Nechusht&n and Rafiah’s
replacement for- this important
assignment. Perhaps, under the cir-

cumstances, it would be a good Idea
to keep Rafiah In Washington for

another year.
r

that’ ll the Diaspora one finds
jhamrei Shabbat, (Sabbath *

observers) whereas in Israel there ’

are mechaOeley Shabbat (Sabbath
desecrators). What Is the general

rule there, is the exception here. The
Sabbath, as the official recognized
day of rest, with the overwhelming
majority of shops, factories, offices

closed; with public services at a vir-

tual standstill, is a hallmark of
Jewish fife In this country, a great
Kiddush ha-shem, (sanctification of

the Name) made possible only by the
existence of the State created by

.

Zionism.
But the stone-throwers and their

Instigators reject the one and the

other. They and others too, believe

that they can segregate themselves
In their neighbourhoods and opt but :

of Jewish society which surrounds
them from every side. TUs is not

only Impossible, as ‘ the troubles
show, but It Is equally undesirable, i

and (t is'astonishtag to read a respon-

sible journalist (Aaron Slttner, !

Jerusalem Post, January 12) ad-

vocate such a "township" policy as a
;

"solution. ” Judaism demands that

all of us should live together, In- . <

fluence each other, love each other, :

and live in the spirit of the
j

Shunamlte's words, “I live among
; ;

my people” (Kings II 4:13).

THE DEMAND of the hour Is

greater respect, greater tolerance :

and greater understanding between
j _

the religious and non-religious sec- 1 7
tors. One Is appalled by the lack of *

understanding, shown by both sides ;

,

In the conflict. What Is needed Is
;

dialogue. Leaders have to explain pi

and above all to teach restraint and in-

tolerance. The media, for their part,
j

,

:

have a duty to be objective, and must '

; g

resist the temptation to sen-
nationalize the conflict.

Let non-religious people show 1

respect for the views and feelings of l.

their observant neighbours, even at s
.

some inconvenience to themselves. »

Jews living in Britain would never
!

hang out their washing on a Sunday. J

Above all the unfortunately silent --

majority among the religious should L
let it be known that the ways of Tora /;
are the ways of pleasantness and

'

peace. Let them
.
demonstrate that *

they repudiate stone-throwing and .

tree-uprooting as un-Jewish and
counter-productive. f
Reasonable men of good will on -

both sides must break with Ingrained .-

'

ideas and strive with ail their might ‘

tor peaceful co-existence; •;

The author is the editor of the '

religious journal “Niv
Hamidroahio." r

shaare zedek medical center

GRADUATES' REUNION

AR— FASHIONS.

END OF SEASON SALE!
78/79 Models

Only for 2 days! Thursday and Friday
10 a.m.— 2 p.m., 4 — fi p.m.

4 Rrhov IfcipurdrsM. Trl Aviv. IbaM-mmLi Tri. 03-23227-1

We will be happy to aee you again.
Ruth Wollctibcrg Danielle AUk

A reunion of Sha&ref Zedek Hospital’s nursing school graduates will take place on
Wednesday, February 14, 1979, at the new medical centre.

The get-together is being held withln the framework of

Nurses' Day
and the ... ...

95th Birthday of Nurse Selma
All graduates are Invited to participate in the different events, and are requested to be at
the new centre in Baylt Vegan, Jerusalem (opposite Ml. HerzIK'on

Wednesdays! 1U0 &.m.

Events will conclude at 5-.00 p.m. ....
Please confirm attendance By caning, Tel. 02-225356, 02-225357/

No personal invitations have been sent out because of the lack of an updated address list.

Please regard this as a personal Invitation.-


